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GOALS OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION-

The State Mathbmatics CUrricplum-Study Committee has *formulated.

specific recommendations which are listed and discussed in the following

sections. Each of the specific recommendations relate to one or more of

the following areas:.

Content = That which is to'be taught and learned.

Expectations = Setting of goals for mathematical attainment.

Staffing = Education, supervision and support of teachers.

_
InttrUttion = Methods used to impart the curriculum to the student

Technology

Articulation

= Integration of computers and calCUlatort into the
mathematics programs of our schOolt.

= Coordination and cooperation betWeen the elements

in our educational system.

The Committee's recommendations are designed to'suppOrt.these goals.

lath is stated bflow and followed by a brief rationale and delineatiori)of

related recommendations.

GOAL The mathematic/3 cututicutum 4homed ,Letect: a) advances in the

dacipZine, b) changes zociety''s need jolt mathematic's, c) the gltowing

need bon a taAget =albeit oi people to know move about mathemmtit4 than

the Audiment's c14 akithmetic, and d) advance's in OWL knoweedge about how

and when chitdAen Zearm.

Rationale: Contrary to popular belief,-mathematics as a discipline does

change. New and powerful mathematics is being created at an increasing

rate, and the relative emphasis of topics within mathematics shifts over

time necessitating periodic revisions in the mathematics curriculum.

The mathematics curriculum needs adjustment to ensure access.too

mathematics beyond arithmetic for a larger proportion Of-students. Mathe-

matics provides a "language" which facilitates communication in an increasing

-3-



number of fields of knowledge: As the demand for mathematics becomes

More perv'asive; the mathemOits curriculuM must be structured so that a

greater number of students learn more mathematiCs. -

*

To provide better mathematicS for all students,,recommendations have..

been formulated which call for revising and updating,of course syllabi,

restructuring some courses, and initiating new course. Other recom-

mendations address the crucial need to change the focus

\
of the mathematics

'

curriculum from a narrow emphasis on computational skills to a broader

one which prePares students to use mathematics in everyday ite pro-

vides them with a foundation for further training.

GOAL TT: Student's shoutd attain a highet teva oi mathemat is competence.

Rationale: A quality mathematics curriculum will benefit all students who

choose to take full advantage of it. Already the level bf expectation is \-

for the most able students who take mathematics throughout high.school_

`arid there is evidence that these students attain a superior leiel of achieve-
J

men However many students avoid serious mathematics study in high

scho add, as a result, do not achieve a useful level bfmathematiCal

literacy. Compounding this problem is the fact that many able students

enter high school ill-prepared for formal mathematics study: Therefore,

t\.

; ---.-

the expec 6tions.mOstalso be raised in the mathematical peilormance of

elementary and middle school students.

To ensure that students are ready to meet the expectations of a reason-,

able high school mathematics curriculum, it is recommended that the Develop-

mental Mathematics Monitoring Program be established on the elementary

level. This program is designed to identify students whose mathematical



ability. is lagging. Students requiring remedial instruction will be

identified early 'and, given intensive instruction specially designed to

prevent massive mathematical deficiencies later.

To ensure that more high school students are challenged to achieve.
. ,

acceptable levels -of mathematical competency, it is recommended that the

mathematics for ninth grade. std.:161AS, With some exceptions, include topics

which are ate.least on the leVel Of.eleMentary algebra-, Student mastery

of Ois"dontertt'would be tested at.a part of the ninth grade Annual

Testing Program. In addition, it is recommended that the Competency Test

be administered during the tenth grade and eXpanded to test calcgator

proficienties.

To foster a higher level of expectation and a more uniform measure

of mathematical attainment, it is recommended that there be statewide

achievement testing at the end of selected secondary mathematics courses.

A further recommendation for three units of mathematics required for

graduation complements the other recommendations stated, all of which

are aimed towards a stronger mathematics-program than is presently y-in

existence in North Carolina's schools.

GOAL HD Each student_Ahoutd have the bene4it o4 teacheu who arte qua

competent and woiaszionat. Each tbcchek -4houtd'have the kezpea,

itemunekation and iall.o6eSSiohat statws his/het,tAaining; expeAtiSei and

expekience m&tit.

Rationale: Only well trained teachers can be expected to provide ade-
.

quate instruction. There are no shortcuts avajlable to increase the

supply of capable mathematics teachers. it-is imperative that those who

enter theteaching profession be well trained antt, tw those in the pro-

.

fession receive appropriate in-service training, adequate sOpervision,
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and generous support... Therefore, recommendations have been made calling

for revisions in the certification of teachers, improvements in both

pre-service and in-service teacher educaVion, and differential pay for

mathematicsteachers.Otherreccanendationsdealwithsupervisionand"

support for teachers in their day-to-day actqities. It is felt"that if

proper conditions are provided for mathematics teachers, it-will be
/

reflected by attracting and retainingcompetent-people in the teaching

profession.

GOAL IV: The me 'hods wsokl to teach mayhem C.4 and _the cohdi.tionz unda
which the zubjeet 4 taught iskoad be e.hq.e to maximize 4sttidgn teatning
and achievement.

Rationale: At all grade levels, ef#eotive Mathematics teaching-is en-
.

a

hanced by the use of appropriate teaching strategies and adeqUate

educational resources. A number of recommendations have been made which
_ -

deal with the allocation of time and its effective.use, with the size of

classes, and with the availability of educational resources. The implemen-

tation of these recommendations will promote the-learning of mathematics

at-all grade levels.

GOAL Stadehtz shoutd be taught to Ilse cat.eutAtoius and compatua within:
the context, o6 the maithematia -.1.wstituctionat. pug/tam.

Rationale: Rapid advances.in computer and calculator technology have made

these useful and sophisticated tools readily available. Their impact on

what, mathematics should be taught and how it should be taught is signifi=

cant. Students should still be able to carry out "paper and pencil " /

t,

computations; however, there, is no reason to continue to devote great
/

amounts 6f time and effort to perfect paper and pencil computations when

the key reason for doing this. in the.paSt; namely the absence of

-6-



'alternatives; is no longer applicable. A number of recommendations

41ave been"fotrhulated which, when. implemented, will make calculators and
.

computers integral parts of the program in mathematics at all levels : \

The Committee recommends that calculators be used as tools in

problem solving and for teaching concepts at all grade levels. Calcu-
;

lator proficiency is, essential to mathematical literacy and, fh&efore,

must be an integral part of the-mathematcs curriculum.

Greatly increased attention must be given to computers, especially

microcomputers, in conjunction with the learning.6f mathematics.

Computers and computer programming are in themselves-appropriate topics

of study; therefore, recommendations have been made relative to the

availability of computer hardware and software. In addition, there are

recommendations dealing With courses which provide instruction in pro-

gramding and/or computer literacy. Because the use of computers as an

instructional tool is increasing at arapid rata, there.,:are'recommenda-

dons providing for staff deyelopment in the area of comOuters and their

use. It is essential to have appropriately trained personnel to

effectively implement prograins utilizing computers in the classroom.

GOAL VI; A 0.1:a.bte 4tAuttLite 4homed be cuitted to ralLomote cooAdinati.on
and coopetation between etementak, zecondaty and poet -.a econdarty

Zutitutionz.

Rationale: The coordination between educational levels is of great impor-
,

tance to the success of the major goal of more students learning more
- -

mathematics. Recommendations have been formulated which call for coop-

eration across educational levels for the purpose of understanding the

content and-Pevels of courses, defining appropriate credit for the various

courses, analyzing the meaning of students' test score results; and working

together to determine effective counseling programs 'for students.

12
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Elementary

-

RECOMMENDATION_I. We recommend that the elementary mathematics 'Curri- -

culum be strengthened to reflect an increasing emphasis on problem
solving and the use of calculators and computers and that it be designed

to encompass more than computational facility.

RECOMMENDATI _2. We recommend that an awareness of calculators and

their uses b provided for K-2 students and that children in grades 3-6

be taught to use a four-function calculator.

RECOMMENDATION 3. We recommend that all elementary students, have access

to computers and appropriate courseware. The ratio of 1 computer per

24 students is recommended.

_RECOMMENDATION-4. We recommend that all elementary children have the

opportunity to explore mathematics through7the-use-of-avariety of

man ipulative.materials and that there be an effort to effectively

"bridge the gap" between manipulatives and the abstract levels of

learning.

RECOMMENDATION 5. We recommend that additional -state funds be appro-

-
Priated on a per-pupil basis to purchase manipulative materials for use

in mathematics at grade levels K-6. Particular emphasis should be

placed on the-purchase-of materials necessary for_a_strong early child

hood mathematics program.

RECOMMENDATION. -. We recommend that mathematics education at the

kindergarten level be strengthened through:

A. In-Ae(vice for kindergarten teachers;

A comprehensive teachers' manual which illustrates competency

goals and performance indicators;
0

A specific per-pupil allotment to purchase manipulative materials

in lieu of textbooks.

RECOMMENDATION 1. Weirecommend that-each child have sixty (60) minutes
of math daily with a balance between direct instruction. applications,

use of manipulatives,) maintenance of skills, and enrichment. Considera-

tion needs to be given to the time of day when mathematics instruction

occurs. g)

RECOMMENDATION 8. We recommend that students in grades 4-6 whose

total mathematics scores fall below the 35th percentile on the

third grade North Carolina Annual Testing Program be considered for

the Developmental Mathematics Monitoring Program with instruction

in groups of ten (1O) or less by a teacher with mathematics training.



Elementary Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 9. We recommend that the state guidelines for identifi-
cation of exceptional children be restructured to enable school personnel
to more effectively identify students who are mathematically gifted.
Weqfurther recommend that the mathematics program for these students be
designed to foster higher levels of cognitive thinking and to include an
enrichment-component.

RECOMMENDATION 10. We recommend that, if the North Carolina Annual
Testing Program continues to be administered in the spring, norm referenced
tests be used at all levels presently tested.

RECOMMENDATION-11. We recommend that the.teacherYpupil class load in
grades. 46 be -reduced so that one (1) teacher is responsible for no more
than twenty-six (26) pupils.

RECOMMENDATION 12. We recommend that teacher training institutions
include in their programs for prospectiye elementary teachers ..early in-
ternship experiences with mathematics instruction and that a mathematicso
competency exam-illation be required of all candidates seeking elementary

certification.

RECOMMENDATION 13.° We recommend that an elementary mathematics specialist
certification be established. Elementary teachers holding this certifi-

cation should receive a salary differential.

RECOMMENDATION 14. We recommend that all levels of teacher training--
pre=service, in-service,and graduate work--include instruction for
using computers in teaching mathematics.

RECOMMENDATION 15. We recommend that staff development be offered for
principals to support their leadership in elementary mathematics
education.

RECOMMENDATION 16. We recommend that the following types ofin-service
programs, for elementary school teachers be developed and funded to reach
all teachers and aides within a five-year period:

A. An ongoing program consisting of mathematics content, learning
theory, evaluation techniques, effective use of manipulatives,
classroom management, efficient use of classroom time, and
counseling strategies.

B. Special summer institutes to assist teachers in teaching mathematics.
Consideration should be given to making the institutes permanent in
order to foster continued upgrading of the competence level of teachers.

Funding should be provided for various financial incentives to allow

teachers to participate.
0
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Elementary Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 17.. We recommend that at least a third of the -non-
teaching continuing education units earned by a teacher for elementary
certificate renewal be in the area of mathematics.

RECOMMENDATION 18. We recommend that the state, in conjunction with
local education agencies, create mathematics coordinating teacher
Positions to provide continuous in-service via demonstration teaching,
conducting workshops, and providing support and resource services.
It is further recommended that:

A. The positions be phased in over a five-year period in all
eight regions as teachers are identified and trained;

The coordinating teacher's contacts not exceed seventy,five
classroom teachers and that each local education agency have at
least one mathematics coordinating teacher;

C. The coordinating teacher receive a differential salary.

RECOMMENDATION-19. We recommend that every effort be made to enhance
---the-teaching-of-mathematics-in elementary-schools by:

A. Providing appropriate scholar'ships for teachers to take mathe-
matics or mathematics education courses;

Providing adequate reimbursement for expenses incurred at
mathematics professional meetings;

C. Providing aides and/or clerical help in grades 4-6; _

. Identifying and recognizing outstanding-elementary mathematics .

teachers;

E. Identifying and recognizing outstanding mathematics programs
through the establishment of model programs.

-

RECOMMENDATION-20. We recommend that substantial additional funds be
provided for the Prospective,Teacher Scholarship 4oan Program to support
undergraduate students who desire to pursue a mathematics specialist
certification in grades K-6. We further recomMend-that the amount of
each scholarship loan be increased to $2000/year.



. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Middle School

RECOMMENDATION i2. We recommend that, in order for students in grades 7
and 8 to have broad experiences iff mathematics and to provide a strong
base for further study, the mathematics curriculum-in grades 7 and 8 be
structured according to the following levels:

Grade 7

A. Comprehensive Mathematics broadly based in Pre-Algebra, informal
plane and solid geometry, descriptive statistics and survey
sampling, data analysis, consumer arithmetic, mental arithmetic
and estimation, applications of mathematics and problem solving.

B. A course which encompasses, the seventh and eighth grade compre=
hensive mathematics courses fore those students who have shown
superior mathematical ability and who will proceed to Algebra
in the eighth grade.

Developmental/remedial mathematics-for-students-scoring-below
the 35th percentile on the sixth grade annual testing program
in mathematics, taught in small groups (1:10) under the super-
vision of a teacher trained in diagnostic/prescriptive teaching
of mathematics in a setting conducive to active participation
in learning through problem-solving.----

Grade 8

A. Continuation of Comprehensive Mathematics from seventh grade
designed to further students' mathematical foundation in prep-
aration for the course entitled Pre-Algebra in the ninth grade.

A more-accelerated-arithmetic/algebra-course-for the students-
who are qualified__to handle a curriculum preparatory to Algebra

C. Algebra I_for the students who are at that level and preferably
were enrolled in accelerated mathematics in grade 7.

Continuation of developmental/remedial mathematics for those who
continue to need assistance with the understanding of fundamental
mathematicstaught in small groups (1:10) under the supervision
of a teacher trained in diagnostic/prescriptive teaching of
mathematics in a setting conducive to active participation in
learning'through problem solving.

RECOMMENDATION-L_____We_recommend-that-calculators-be=used-as-a-tea-ching
toel in grades 7 and 8 and that all students become proficient in
using the four-function calculator with memory and percent.



Middle School Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 3. We recommend that all middle school students be
provided the opportunity to become computer literate and that an
elective course in computer programming be developed and made avail-
able to interested students.

RECOMMENDATION 4. We recommend that there be 55 minutes of mathematics
instruction daily with.over 50 percent of the instructional time spent
in teaching that-develops content through interaction betweem the
students,and the teacher:

RECOMMENDATION 5. We recommend that a program be developed to,assist
guidance counselors, advisors, curriculum coordinators, principals,
and tPachers in advising middle school students. The intent of the
program is to inform students about the quantity and quality of
mathematics needed for life in a technological society.

RECOMMENDATION 6. We recommend that the state, in conjunction with
Iocal education agencies,. _ create mathematics coordinating teacher
positiobs to provide continuous in-service via deMonstration teaching,'
conducting- workshops, and-providing-support-and-resources-services.
It is further recommended that: (1) the positions be phased in over
a five-year period in all eight regions as teachemare identified

--and-trained;-(2)-the-coordinating-teacherls-contacts mot-exceed
severity-five classroom teachers and that each local education agency
have at least one mathematics coordinating teacher; (3) that there
be a pay differential commensurate with the requirements of the

--position.

RECOMMENDATION 7. We recommend that the State Department of Public
Instruction' s Competencies and Guidelines for Approved Teacher- Educatiom
Programs be amended for the 6=9 certificate in pathematics so that
prospective teachers seeking ;a mathematics concentration be required
to complete a minimum of 30 semester hours of which'at least 15-21
semester hours be in mathematics and 9-15 semester hours be in mathe-

--matics education,-exclusive of-the student-teaching All- __

teachers teaching mathematics in grades 7 and 8 must have this
specialist certification.

RECOMMENDATION 8. We recommend that 'all components of teacher training--
pre-service, in=service, graduate work - - include instruction using
computers for teaching mathematics.

RECOMMENDATION.9. We recommend that at least three units for-certifi-.
.cate renewal of_middle school 'mathematics teachers be jn_mathematics_-
and/or mathematics education. We further recommend that these units_

be earned through college creditsor through-approved_coUeieWork with
=-theLtaMe=r4gor-im-content-and-requirements as a college -level :Course,

-14-
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Middle SchOol Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 10-. We recommend that the following two types of

in-service programs for middle school mathematics teachers be de-

veloped and funded:

A. An ongoing program with a curriculum consisting of mathematics

content, learning theory, evaluation techniques, effective use

of manipulatives, classroom manageMent, efiNcient use of class-

room time, and counseling strategies.

. Special summer institutes to assist teachers in teaching middle

school mathematics. Consideration should be given to, making the

institutes permanent to foster continued upgrading-of the
'-. competence level of teachers.

Fundifig should be provided for various financial incentives to allow

teachers to participate in either or both programs. .

We recommend that microcomputers and appropriate

courseware Itlemade available to support the teaching of all mathematics

'courses in the 7-8

.IRECOMMENDATI-ON-11-.

curriculum....-A ratio of One (1) computer for:every

28 students is recommended.

RECOMMENDATION- 12. To attract cometen , new mathematics teachers, we

recommend

A. Teaching assignments for first-year teachers involve contact
with studdritt-tol varying ability levels.

First-year teachers be offered a contract as early as possible.

First-year teachers be offered the opportunity of beginning'employ-

ment as soon after their graduation as is practical.

RECOMMENDATION 13._ _We recommend that__to attract and retain competent

mathematics teachers a program of incentives be developed. Specifi-

cally, we recommend that:
//

A. Teaching' loads in mathematics be restricted to no more than 26

students per class'and 130 students per day.

B.' App opriate stipends be_provided for summer study, curriculum

de elopment staff'development, etc,

eimbursement be provided for expenses associated with attendance

at professfonalmathematics meetings, including_travel, lodging,

:registration fees, and substitute teacher pay;



Middle School Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 14. We recommend that salaries be increased .for appro-
priately certified mathematics teachers who have a majority of their
teaching responsibilities in mathematics.

RECOMMENDAT-1-011_15. We recommend that substantial additional funds be'
provided for the. Prospective Teacher Scholarship Loan Program to support
,undergraduate students who desire to pursue a mathematics specialist
certification in grades 7-8. We further recommend that the amount of
each scholarship loan be increased to $2000/year.

. o-
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Secondary

RECOMMENDATIGN_l_. We recommend thatsteps_be taken to ensure uniformity
in the,guality and depth of theVatious mathematics_course offerings

throughout the state. Specifidally, werecommend the following:

A. A general coUrse syllabUt be'deVeTOped for each secondary mathe7

matits courte;

A brief course outline be developed for, each. State-adopted secondary

mathematics textbook.

RECOMMENDATION2::-To-enture-that studentt-ai-e proficient in the use of

a calculator, we recommend the following:

A-.___All_students be taught to use a four -- fun - tiOn caipulatorLwith memnry

and percent

The mathematics section of the North Carolina Competency Test b

revisedytO include a teatioh.testing_calCulator proficiency.and to

permit'the use 'of the caltulatO7ion the ApplicotionsSection of
_.

Test.the ...-

_____C;__StudenttIwhol_pleeLtdAttehd2pott-secondary'schbols be taugh to use

_a scientific calcuTatdr.

D. Funding be appropriate0 from the state-to the LEAs for purchasing

maintaining, and replacing calculators, and-for-providing supple-

mentary materials. /

E. Students be encouraged to use a calculator, whenever appropriate,

in their iii-dtbeffiatics classes.

RECOMMENDATION 3; We recommend that computers,_at a ratio of 1 computer

to 28 students, and appropriate courseware be made available for the

'following: . . .

A; Use in the various secondary mathematics courses,

B; Teaching_an introductory course in micrOcomputers.and microcompuOr
programming, and

-
C. Use in student propjetts,410mewprk; and,independent study;

_ _ _ ,

\

Wetiethe recommend that a.computer'programming course emphasizing applf=

cations in mathethatics be offeredto college-bOund_students_Who plan

careers in mathematics, science, engineering or related fields. An alter

native to this course wouldf:be AdvancedAflacementCoMOUter Science;



Secondary Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 4: We recommend that a course entitled Pre-Algebra be

/I
created_. The-course wo d be designed for the ninth grade, student_
with below-average mat ematical ability. Every ninth grade student
not in the remedial 9 ogram would be required-to take either Pre=Algebra
or a higher level course.

RECOMMENDATION 5. We recommend that the following courses replace the
General Mathematicssequence. Each of these courses would have only a
Pre.Algebra_prerequisite and each_ would build on and develop the algebraic
skills acquired in Pre-Algebra. Effective use of a calculator will be
a point of emphasis in each of these courses.

A. Technical Mathematic This course should prepare students for
a'post=graduate technical program.__ The_course should include
measurement, interpretation of graphs and Charts,.data analysis,
intuitive geometry,formula manipulation, right angle trigonometry
and other. relevant'topics.

Consumer Mathematics: This course would cover the, topics in the
current Consumer Mathematics course, but the coverage should be at
a more sophisticated level. Moreover, there should be a much
greater emphasis placed on solving the types of problems which
consumers actually encounter, i.e., real world problems with
"real" data.

C. Topics in Mathematics: This course would be aimed at the non-
college bound student and would treat topics such as informal
geometry, intuitive-probabilitS, and statistics and further work
in algebra.

RECOMMENDATION 6. We recommend that for students not in remedialcourses;
the scope of the ninth grade annual testing program be expanded to include

_ algebraic_skills_at the level=of-tW=Pre-Algebra-course.

RECOMMENDATION 7. We recommend that secondary schools strive to provide
one or both of the following courses for those students who complete four
years of college preparatory materials by the end of their junior year

A. Calculus, at no less than the level prescribed for AB Calculus.
in the Advanced Placement syllabus.

A course, to be an extension of Advanced Mathematics, which is
intended to develop pre-calculus skills and introduce new mathe
matical topics.

g_ECOMMENDATION_8. We recommend that problem solving become an integral
part of each secondary mathematics course and-that it be heavily em-
phasized in pre- and in-service_training programs.
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Secondary Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 9. We recommend that the State Department of Public
Instruction institute a program of statewide examinations to be admin-
istered at the end of certain college preparatory courses in mathematics--
initially Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II. The expenses associated
with administering these examinations shoufd-b-e-assumed by the state.
Collegei'.should be permitted to request a student's score on these tests.

RECOMMENDATION 10. We recommend that high school.students be required
to take the North Carolina Competency Test in the spring of their
sophomore year. We further recommend that the CompeIEhty-Testing-Commis-
sion consider exempting students from the competency, test requirement on
the basis of superior performance on the mathematics section of the Ninth
Grade Annual Testing Program.

RECOMMENDATION 11. We recommend that remedial mathematics classes be
offered for all secondary students
tdice-theftATebra course or who have failed or are in danger of
failing the Competency Test. Students at or below the 35th percentile
on the mathematics section of the ninth grade annual testing program
should be considered for remediation. The remediation should be con-
ducted in a mathematics laboratory with a specially trained teacher,
at least one instructional aide, and no more than 20 students per class
period. Exit critaria should be developed fdr students to move from
remedial classes into the Pre-Algebra course.

RECOMMENDATION 12. We recommend that, where possible, each of the
courses, Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II, be split into a two-semester
course and that satisfactory-performance in the first semester of each
course be prerequisite for admission into the second semester. Moreover,
we recommend that, inSofae as it is possible, the first semester of each
of these courses be offered in both the first and the second semester
of eachschOol-year.

RECOMMENDATION 13. We recommend that three units of mathematits in-
grades 9-12 be required for graduation.'

RECOMMENDATION 14. We recommend that those responsible for advising
secondary students, i.e., guidance counselors, advisors, curriculum
coordinators, principals and teachers, be made fully aware of the
importance of mathematics to every member of our society. Those who .

advise secondary students should, in particular, be encouraging all
students to:

r .111

A.--take mathematics in their.senior year, and

B. take courses at the most advanced level their backgrounds-and------
abilities will allow.



Secondary Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION 15. We recommend that a mechanism be created to esta6lish

and maintain communication, among the agencies_ involved with the teaching

of mathematics. Specifically, we recommend that a committee representing
the mathematics departments of public and private schools, colleges and
universities (public and private), technical and community colleges, and
the Mathematics Division of SDP1 be created.

RECOMMENDATION 16._ We_recoMthend that the State Board of Education suggest
to the:post,seCondary institutions of the state that:

A; Four,year college degree credit,not beYawarded for courses in which-

,the level of .content fs 'equivalent to that of Algebra 1 Or Geometry;

ance
requirements in thAthematits, utilizing high school grades and SAT

scores,

C. If an institution of higher learning does admit students who are
deficient in mathematics, theh that institution should expect to

:...offer remedial, *non-credit mathethatics courses.

RECOMMENDATION 17._ We recommend that the State $oard of Education suggest

to the post-secondary 'institutions in the state that a.placement examina-

tion be developed. Thii examination would be administered on a voluntary

basis to high school juniors. It would-be used to indicate the existing
level of mathematical comietence with regard to the background necessary
for admission to the first credit course in mathematics at the college or

universitylevel. a

. -

RECOMMENDATION 18_. To attract competent, new mathematics teachers, we
recommend the-following:

A. Teaching asSignments for first-year teachers involve contact
with students of varying ability levels.

First-year-teachers be offered a contract as early as possible.

C. First-year teachers be offered the-opportunity of beginning employ-

ment as soon after their graduation as is Prittical._
--

RECOMMENDATION 19. We recommend that no endorsement of certificate
for teaching mathematics be permitted and that the only certificates

in mathematics be those outlined by-the Quality Assurance Program and

which fully meet the program's guidelines.

RECOMMENDATION 20: We recommend that by the 1985-86 school year only

those individuals appropriaIely certified in mathematics be alTowed to

teach mathematics in grades 7 through 12.



SecOhdary Recommendations (continued)

RECOMMENDATION '21. We recommend that for certificate renewal of secon-

dary school mathematics teachers at least three upits be in mathematics

and/or mathematics education. We further recommend that these units

be earned through college, credits or through approved:coursework with

the same rigor in content'and requirements as a college-Tevel course,

RECOMMENDATION 22. We recommend that the following two types of in-

service programs for secondary school mathematics teachers be

developed and funded:

A. An ongoing program,with a curriculum consisting of mathematics

content, learning theory, evaluation techniques, effebtive use

of m ianpulktives, computers, calculators, problem sol;ing,_

classroom managementefficierlt use of rlacsroomoctimeand

counseling strategies.

B. Special summer institutes to assist teachers in teaching

secondary_level mathematics.

Funding should be provided for various financial incentives to allow

teachers to participate in either or both programs.

RECOMMENDATION 23. We recommend that in-service be conducted on a

continuing basis for administrators of each LEA concerning trends and

issues in mathematics education.

RECOMMENDATION 24. We recommend that to attract and retain competent

mathematics teachers_ a program of incentives be. developed. Specifi-.

_cally,_we recommend that:_ _

A. Teaching loads in mathematics be restricted to no more than 26

students per class and 130 students per day.

B. -- Appropriate stipends-be provi-ded -for summer study, curriculum

development, staff development, etc.

C. Rtimbursement be provided for-expenses associated with attendance

at professional mathematics meetings, including travel, lodging,

.registration fees, and substitute teacher.pay.

RECOMMENDATION 25. We recommend that salaries be increased for appro-

priately certified mathematics teachers who have a majority of thetr

teaching responsibilities in mathematics.

RECOMMENDATION 26. We recommend that substantial additional funds be

provided for the Prospective Teacher Scholarship Loan Program to support

undergraduate students in mathematics education at the secondary level.

We'further recommend that the amount of each scholarship loah be in-

creased to $2000/year.

RECOMMENDATION 27. We recommend that the present student allotment

for textbook adoption'be raised to $15.
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CHAPTER-1.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Formation

phillipsi State Superintendent of Public Instruction,.

appointed the MathematiCsCurriculum Study Committee in the late summer
0

of MI. The Committee was directed to study the status of all levels

of mathematics instruction in North Carolina and to determine the desired

goals of the mathematics program for the future.

Purpose

The purpose of the Mathematics Curriculum Study was to thoroughly

study the present mathematics program and develop c'egommendtion which

upon impleMentation; .would serve as'a_bluearint to improve the quality of

'the mathematics program for .a11 students in North Carolina.

Committee
.

The membership of the Mathematics CurriculOm Study Committee con=

sisted of fourteen male and thirteenfemale membersi included members of

ethnic minority origins and was representative of the State's geographical

regions. The professional backgrounds of the Coihmittee membr4Ship included:
sz

'Five classroom teachers

Seven LEA supervisors

Two principals

Six university mathematies
educators/teacher trainers

._.

One unversity.mathematiciln

.,One community college mathe=
mat'-- edUtator

TWO to uStry represebtatiVes
_. -

One p 1Vate:Consultant

Ope college student

, One high school student.

l



Svpoxt-Staff

Members-of the State Departmen of Public Instruction who provided

assistance to the Committee:

State Superintendent

Deputy State Superintendent

Assistant State Superintendent for Instructional Services

Deputy Asst. State Superintendent for Instructional Services

Special Assistants for Instructional Services

Elementary Education

Middle Grades Education

Secondary Education

Curriculum and Administration

Mathematics Division Staff

Director

Assistant Director

Consultants (9)

.Secrptaries (2).

Organization

Initially, the Committee members were assigned responsibilities on

one of the subcommittees--curriculum, staff, or resources. The subcom-

mitteesiddressed concerns and issues related to their specific topics.

Summary reports from the subcommittees were presented to the total

CoMMittee. As the study progressed, it was deemed necessary to change

the Structure .of the-Committee. Its second organizational structure was
.

composed'of subCOmmittees by grade levels--eleMentany K -6, middle School

7-8, and 'secondary 91.2.
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Procedure

Thefirst task of the Committee was to ascertain the current

status of the mathematics program in North Carolina. This was done

by several methods:

1. Conducting surveys throughout the state.
. Over 1000 teachers and administrators
responded to the questionnaire andior
attended regional hearings to discuss the
issues, Summaries of the surveys were
compiled-by the regional staff of the
Mathematics Division and submitted to the 44
Committee_Chairman.- -The Chairman-presented
a compilation of the'summaries to the full
Committee for its 6onsideration.

2. Visiting. schools and interviewing students,
parents, teachers, principals, aides,.and
central, office personnel.

3.: Inviting representatives of various interest
groups to speak before the Committee. The
presenters, focused on the status of the
mathematics program as viewed by the member-
ihip of ;their respective groups.

4. Inviting teachers, principals, consultants,
and university mathematics educators to
write position papers on topics of particu

- lar concern to-the Committee. Nineteen
such papers were received and studied by
the Committee.

As an understanding of the status of the mathematics program acame

clear, the Committee began to formulate recommendations designed to

improve its quality °for students at all grade levels. At each meeting

the Committee met initially as a whole group to outline specific ob=

jectives to be accomplished, then dispersed into-subcommittees for

detailed deliberations. At the conclusion of each meeting, the sub-

committees reported their progress to the full committee and delineated

remaining tasks.

4
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Tentative recommendations were formulated. They were formally

presented to educators throughout the state as'follows:

1. Presentation at the Name-of=Site Meeting
of the.National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics in Charlotte in November,-
1982;

2. Presentations at the three regional con-
ferences of the North Caroiina Council
of Teachers of Mathematics in the
spring of 1983:

Presentation at the Seminar on`Issues in
Mathematics Education sponsored by the
Mathematics Division, January 31-
February 1, 1983.

4. Distribution by mail to LEA supervisors
and college mathematics educators in
March, 1983: Over 1000 responses to
this request for reactions were received
and compiled by the regional staff of
the Mathematics Division. Committee
members participated in twenty regional
meetings which were held in-conjunction
with this phase of the study.

A summary of all 'reactions to the tentative recommendations was

prepared by the Mathematics Division staff and presented to the Committee.

The reactions were carefully considered by the Committee before recom-

mendations were finalized. The completed list of-recommendations, their

rationales, and related components of the study were presented to the

State Board of Education at its August 3, 1983, meeting.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND STATUS. OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Numerous national and world events in the 1950's retinded'Ameilcahi

that the United States was being challenged scientifically and technolog7

The-flurry of activity whiCh fellOWed for the next two decades

to upgrade mathematics edUcation Was unprecedented in the history of

American education

Activity began with several eonferences to explore the possibilities

for improving mathematicS. education. These conferences were attended by

research mathemat4cians, psychologists, university and pre-college level

mathematics educators, and sehool administrators. The mission of the -

participants in the COnferencet was to suggest .ways of making the.United

States second to., no Other nation in the development of human potential in

the technological race.

The ultimate outcome of conference deliberations was to attack the

problems of mathematics education on two fronts:. 1) to improve the quality

of the content Of the K-12 mathematics curriculum, and 2) to deidlo0 the

knowledge and skills of those who would teach the newly developed Trograms.

-

The federal' government, primarily through the National:SCience Foundation

and the,Office of Education, appropriated substantial funds for-the develop-
,

ment of mathematics curriculum projects at all levels. Additional monies

to support these projects were made available through some of the large

private foundations in this country. These Curriculum development teams

were comprised of research mathematicians, mathematics edUcation specialists,

classroom teachers, school administrators, psychologists, and learning

theorists. During the same, period of time, millions of dollars were spent



in an effort to prepare teachers to teach the newly developed programs.

Cooperative efforts among the National Science Foundation, colleges and

universities, and the elementary and secondary schools of this country

led to the develbpment of academic year institutes, summer institutes,

and leadership development conferences. Weits(6°) notes that the atten-
.

dance at Nationai-Science Foundation sponsored workshops and institutes

generally increased with the higher grade level responsibility of the

teacher, with more than one=third of all high school mathematics teachers

having participated in at least one such activity.

Based upon past program developments and the high levels of financial

support, one might conclude that large educational gains would occur.

There are data available to support this. However; beginning in 1975,

Concerns were being raised that these gains were not being sustained.

Then re-cent reports have revealed that when compared to Japan and Russia,

this country's superiority in science and technologyis rapidly declining.

A comparison of. the American and Japanese educational systems reveals

that the secondary educational system in Japan places a heavy emphasis on.

mathematics and science. There is a national guideline for lower secondary

education (grades 7-9). which recommends that about 25 percent of the cldis-

_

room time be devoted to mathematics and science courses. In secondary

'schools, nearly all of the college-bound students (roughly one-third) take

four mathematics courses (algebra, geometry, calculus, or statistics)

during their three-year high school car-e-er.(28)

Isaac Wirszup, an American authority on education in Russia, states

that every Russian youngster who completes ten years of elementary and

secondary schooling, as.98 percent reportedly do, has a thorough grounding

(62)
in arithmetic, algebra, plane and solid geometry, and two years of calculus..,
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By comparison, in this country the general requirements in grades K-6

in mathematics show that approximately 25 percent of the states and 40

percent of the local school districts have minimum instructional time for

mathematics. OnlY-31 percent of recent high school graduates have taken

Algebra II and 6 percent have completed calculus.
(28)

Even though a considerable amount of money was spent during the post-

Sputnik era on the improvement of mathematics education in the late 1950's

and early 1960's, the enthusiasm for this effort began to wane in the late.

1960's. By 1969 the United States had succeeded in putting a man on the

moon. In many minds, this accomplishment indicated that this country's

supremacy in science and technology could be taken as a given. Thus; the

nation could shift its pr,iorities to other societal goals.

Beginning in 1968, real-dollar federal investment in research and '

development in mathematics and science education began to decline. Con-

,

currently, federal support for graduate fellowships in mathematics; science,

and engineering declined sharply, while support for teacher-training in-'

stitutes and curriculum development dropped sharply starting in the early

1970's and thdn virtually declined to a minimal level.(35)

A careful review of educatiodal reports regarding the status of

Mathematics education-has enabled the Committee to identify six critical

problems in mathematics education. These are as follows:

1. There is a critical shortage of mathematics teachers at

the secondary leVel.

In December 1982, the National Science Teachers Association
(36)

sur-

veyed 600colleges and universities: that have:teacher. training prograS.

Year4y-year data were acquired for the ten7yearperiod of 1971-80; The
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survey indicated that,nationallY there'has been a 77 percent decline in

the number of mathematics teacheri-prepard to teach in the secondary

schools. (In North Carolina, there has been a 79 percent decline in the

production of mathematics teachers(45) during this interval of ttme.)

Further4 the fraction of those trained who do go into teaching has declined

proportionately. The combined effect is an 80 percent reduction in newly

employed mathematics teachers since 1971. As might be expected, the over-

all quality of instruction has declined. The most likely cause of this

teacher shortage is the growing disparity between salaries inside and out-

side education. During 1978=79, for example, persons with a bachelor's

degreein mathematics could expept to receive only three-quarters as much

as a teacher as they could receive from private industry.

Other factors underlying the declining quality of secondary-level

education are a lack of suitable clasSroom facilities and a decline in

support for faculty development. Another factor is that the support-system

for teachers is eroding; there are, relatively few persons available out-

side the classroom to provide quality control and assist teachers with

pedagogical problems.(35)

2. There are a substantial number of unqualified persons
teaching mathematics in the secondary schools.

The severe shortage of secondary school mathematics teachers has

resulted in employing record numbers of unqualified persons to fill mathe-

.

matics teaching positions because qualified teachers cannot be found.

Studies have indicated that far too many of these people are drawn from

4
the.bOttom quarter of the graduatingiiigh-school and college Students.

During the 1981-82 school year, 26 pecent. (4,070) of the mathematics

classes, grades 7-12., in Wirth Carolina. were taught by inappropriately



certified teadiers. This shortage was more profound in the 7th- and

8th-grade mathematics classes in that 48 percent (2,720) were taught by

inappropriately certified teachers.
(4

--
1)

3. Most certified mathematics teachers at the elementary
and secondan .levels are badly, in need of in-service
training.

Weiss(60) states that the typical mathematics teacher has been

.

teaching approximately twelve years. She further notes that many of these

teachers have not been involved during the pagt five years in any staff

development activities to upgrade their backgrounds in mathematics.

A similar situation "exists in North Carolina; the typical teacher has

been teaching about\eleven years. Many of these teachers haVe not elected,

to take additional courses since7' /graduation.' Instead, they.have managed

to:renew their teaching certifidates by participating in 1001 staff de=

velopment activities which rarely contain any mathematical content.

4. New-sequences of mathematics courses and materials are
needed which relate specifically to the students who

will not be entering professional scientific' and
engineering careef.s.

A 1980 National Science Foundation and Department.of Educaticn report

states the,following:(35)'

The curricula programs developed in the 1950's and 1960's

were an important strategy for improving science and mathe-_

matics teaching in the post-Sputnik era, and there, is persuasive

evidence that these programs.had a long-term, salutary effect.

Today there is a need for similar programs, but the target'

group is different. While programs in the 1950's and 1960's
were aimed at developing textbooks for future science and en-

gineering majors, today's desperate need is for curricula for

students who are not interested in professional scientific

and engineering careers.

New curricula would provide students with a better basis

for understanding and dealing with the science and technology

they encounter as citizens, workers, and private individuals.
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By stimulating interest in Fien(e and technology, they-Ean

also motivate students to take science and mathematics courses

beyond 10til grade, thereby preserving their options tolenter

science and engineering careers.

This mismatch of current courses in mathematics and the need of a

majority of students must be addressed.

5. Elementary and secondary schools need access to micro-

computers, lOW=cost supplies, and other resources.

Through the. National Defense Education Act (NDEA) of 1958, funds

were made available to, local school systems for equipping schools to ft-
,

If

prove the teaching of mathematics, science, and foreign languages. These

funds could be used to remodel facilities on a minor scale and for pur-

chasing equipment and modern teaching aids. A recent study Concluded

by Ohio State University(36) indicates that 66 percent of the elementary

and 69 percent of the secondary school districts in the nation used these

funds to purchase key support materials and upgrade mathematics and

science facilities. Unfortunately, changes in national priorities caused

thee funds to be discontinued in the early 1970's.

Due to the lack of NDEA funds, rising costs of equipment and materials

and cuts in educational budgets, many schools doenot have funds available

to obtain microcomputers and the software necessary for their proper usage.

:This prevents students from receiving instruction in the use of computers

and keeps teachers from using them in the instructional program:

6. Students need to take more mathematics and should be

encouraged to take higher level courses which will be 0

challenging to them.

\

,

Only about one-sixth of a11. secondary school students currently take

junior- and senior-year 'courses inhiatheMatiCS. A large percentage of

this group intends to pursue matheMa itS=related careers. .This percentage



has remained almost constant for several years. Judged on the basis of

nationwide4test scores administered to high school seniors, the qualifi-

cations of those intent on mathematics-related careers have remained

high. The-achievement level for the remainder of the student population

.

seems to be improving with regard to arithmetic skills; but. continues to

fall short in the more Complex skills of problem solving and critical

thinking..

Enrollment in secondary mathematics and science classes has declined

at more than twice the rate of.the_general enrollment between 1977 and

1981. While this deCline seems;to havestabilized, enrollmentafter

Grade 10 drops dramatically by about 55 percent in mathematics; This

indicates that, given the choice, most high school students are not

electing mathematics courses. Thus, in effect at the age of 16 (or

earlier) many students deny themselves the opportunity to study many

curricula offerings at the post-secondary level. The dropout rate from

mathematics at the 10th=grade level is particularly severe for girls and

minority students.

'There' appear to be several reasons for these declining participation

rates, including low levels of achievement in matheMatics and science,

few requirements for graduation in most states, the reduction of college

entrance requirements, a narrowing of the school curricula to focus on

"basics," and a serious mismatch between most existing curricula and the

interests and needs of those-students who do not elect to pursue careers

in mathematics, science, and engineering.- Little or no vocational rele-.

vance is presented in such courses, an& there is virtually no exposure

to technology.
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The challenge presented by other nations to the technological. and

scientific superiority of the,United States citizenry is a critical
_ _

reason for assessing the current status of mathematics education fn the

United:States and particularly in North Carolina. The six major areas

of concern liSted above formed the base frOm which the MatheMaticS

CurriCulum IMprovement Project launched its study of the mathematics

curriculum in the state's public schools.

-
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CHAPTER 3

THE ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS PROGRAM

PREFACE

Mathematics is the language Of all sciences and is criti6a1 to the

total development of the child. Education at the elementary level is

the foundation upon which all future learning is built. Be6ause the

child's self - concept and his grasp of fundamental ideas influence sabse -'

quent academic success, the beginning years of'formal'instruction are

critical. Attitudes toward mathematics are formed by experiences in,

elementary school; therefore, the influence of the elementary school'

teacher and the curriculum are paramount.

RECOMMNVATION 1. W Aecommend that the etementwig mathematics cmtki-

caum.be stAengthened to tegeet an ihdk-Odzing emphasis on ptobZem

saving and the use-oi cdecutataAS and compute/its and that tt be designed

tO encompass mono than compdtatiOhat ifatitity.

Rationale: The elementary Mathematics program must includeappropriate

goals and activities for problem solving, calculators and computers at

each grade level to reflect the.needsof students living in today's world,

yet prepare students for the world with which they will be confl-onted.

Rather than detract from the learning of basic computational skills,

the selective use of calculators and computers would encourage higher

levels of cognitive thinking by allowing students toexperience "real

life" problems involving the organization and interpretation of data.

It will allow teachers to spend more time with their students in

cation rather than drill. In its Third National ftthematics Assessment,

(25)
--

the NAEP states that "the technological innovations of the fast



decade are trahtforMing the ways in which people use mathematics% The. _
mathemaiiesneeded today is nOt..the mathematics that waijieededacenturyf

ago, -but for.thelititt part, that-is the mathematids still being taught

in schoOls." StOdentt must have more'experiences whichAevelkunder-7

standings and SkillS. "There are machines that can'do the:CajcUlatiOnS,"-'
. .

;

.

writes the NAEP report, "but it is still necessary,to know what questio
.

to ask and how to use the results."

. ,

gECOMMENPAtiON'2. we fr.gcOmmend thAt,dyt cuAwLene64 Oi cateutatoit and

.
the 't. 4.60.4 be pit-void-0 Oft le=4 4 tudent6 and t44.tchtedten iltp&a.de375'

be taught to, use d ioult=iunetton caecutatox.
.

.Ratiorialet TO-teach the use Of calcUlators at these grade'levels will

enable children to apply and extendmathematical concepts beyond their

computational abilities.

The public concern about the use of calculators i sChools and fears

that students would become so dependent on calculators that they would

lose their ability to compute has motivated a number of research studies

on the topic. Marilyn Suydam
(56) summarized research bon the effects of

calcUlator use..
8

AlMOSt 100 studies on the effectsofcalculator,use have
beehcdtidutted during the past fouror five years.
In alf_but.a few instances', achievement scores' are as high

Or higher when calculators are used for'mathematicsAn
ttruCtion4but=not-on-test0=than.=when-they-=ir-enot_J_used-----
for instruction.

ThitrecOMmendation supports the National Council Of TeadherS of

MatheMatitS'.An Agenda For At-t-i-on_(3°) and would indicate that North CarO

lina is taking a leadership role in the application of technology in the

ClAttrooM.



RECOMMENDATION We tecommend that eat etementa&g6tudenis have c4ce66

to comp4teks and app&opitiafe cou&Saviate The AtaiD 04 1 compute& pet

24-4tudent6 &ecommendid.

Rationale: The computer must be one component of the organized, balanced,

instruCtional program that provides a wide variety of experiences. Re-

search *lows that mathematics learning can be improved and that mathematics

teaching can be facilitated through the use of technology.(8) Effective

- integrrion of computer-based education into the mathematics curriculum

requires that sufficient_numbers of microcomputers and/or terminals with

appropriate: courseware be available.-

RECOMMENDATION 4; Weltecommed,that aZt. eeementaty chadten have the-.
opportunity to expeoke mathematic-s through the u6e of a vdkiety soi
ManAWAtive matetiaz and-thdtitheite be an Watt to WectiVeey
'!bA.idge the gap":be,titeen'maniputat,i.veZ and the abitxact -.eevetA 06

teakning. .

=and-.

---RECOMMENDATTON-5:--4.-tecommend=that=additionme-stateAund6_be_appu
-,-- wanted ',wt.-papa- baaid -to -pwrzhaze_maniputative mcf-tedatis 60/Euze

a mathematiu gAade tevet4 K=6. Pattieutat-emphasiz shoutd be

ptaced on the pulteha4e oi matekiaA neeezzany 6o/t. a Aticon4'eatty chi td=

hood mathematic4 pflogAam.

Rationale: Piaget presents a theory of intellectual development which

states that children in the preoperational stage think quite differently

from, those at the concrete operational stage.(9) In,elementary school,

children are either in one of these stages or in transition between them.

Children who'are at the preoperational stage, must have physical objects

for manipulation in order to be able to reason about number and number

relations, while the children at the concrete operational stage draw

from previous experiences in performing these tasks.



The changes from preoperational to concrete operational occur as

elementary pupils matureimentally as well as physically. These changes

take place gradually, over a period of years. Children attain the con-

crete operational level in various situations at different times. During

the time of transition the children are inconsistent--they will appear-

to have achieved concrete operational thought and then revert to pre

operational' thinking. It is therefore imperative that the instructional

model of developing concepts from the concrete to the abstract must be

Utilized throughout.the- elementary school experjence

It is important 4bat all elementary:teachers'be min4ful'of the

significance of manipulatives and pictorial representations in the growth

processes. Payne in FROM CONCRETE TO ABSTRACT(9) concludes that students

r

can benefit froM'exPOsure'to'Multiple 'representations of the same concept.

It is critical not only that teachers.be:aWare of different representa7

-tionsT_Ibut_Lalso=that=theyLconsigtently-make_ekplicit-the-zVinkIngofsteps-7-

in progression toward the symbolic representation.

In learning to mentally perform action on objectt, students must

have had many interactions with physical objects. This implies that the

current abstract experiences in the middle and secondary schools are

dependent on the foundations developed in the elementary school. Suydam

and Higgins
(57) note that students who.had learned with the help of

Manipulative materials scored significantly higher on achievement tests
O

than students whose instruction included no use of manipulatives.
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RECOMMENDATION 6. We recommend that mathematia education at the

kindeAgatten Levee he ztrtengthened thnough:

A. /n=46/tvice. 60n kindeAgakten teachers;

A compuhensive teacheAs'_manuat which it2utAate6 competency

goats and pet6o4mance indidatoA43-

A oeciiic pek7pupit ate:tMeitt to pa4chaze manipatative iaLs

axtbooks;.

Rationale: While the state of North Carolina provides student texts and

teachers' manuals for all StUdentt and teacherS in gradeS: one through

twelve, nothing is provided for the kindergarten student or teacher.'

Kindergartens should receive funds for mathematics instruction in the

form of allocations for manipulative materials rather than .teXtbOoks

Through in-service, clastroom teachers must have-opportunities to

develop strategies for using these materials in their classrooms.

The Mathematics Division is developing a comprehensive kindergarten

teacher's manual which will provide guidance for the teacher. Because

providing specific suggestions. for alternatives to abstract activities

is not enough, the manual will provide information for the. teachers on

how to bridge from manipulatives to-the more abskadt ways of teaching

mathematics.

RECOMMENDATION 7.. We recommend that each chibl have sixty ('60) minute's

o6' math daity wi.th a balance between dircect inotAuction, apgications,

use of maniputativez; maintenance ofi SkiEts, and en&ichment. Consideta-

tion need to be given to the time o6 day when mathematics imsticuction

OCCUA4.

Rationale: If elementary schools are to provide the solid foundation

.necessary for success in higher mathematics and to develop competent,

discriminating consuMers,.mathethatict must be included daily as a major, .

part:of:the instructional program. Each day's lessons musts include a-



balance between developmental instruction, drill and practice, and

experiences in applying mathematics' skills. (57)

Because research clearly indicates that time on task is directly

correlated with children's levels of achievement, a total of sixty (60)

minutes during every school day should be devoted to development of

)
mathematical concepts.

(9,11
duriDirect instruction should come ng

crP

"primp teaching time" while the children are fresh and receptive, before

they are tired from long hours of concentration and written work.

3

RECOMMENDATION 8. We tecommend that 4tudent4 in vtades 4-6 whose
totat mathematic4 scones 6a e. bow the 35th pacentite. on the
thitd grade North Cautina Annuat Te4ting Pnowtam be consideted Icon
the Devetopmentat Mathematics Mono ton Pitogum with instruction
in vioup4 o6 tell (10) con tess by a teacher with mathematie4

Rationale: Students' competence in mathematics at higher grade levels

can be attributed to foundations developed in elementary schools When

students have not mastered mathematical concepts and do not have a

solid foundation on which to-build, crisis situations arise in which

remediation is needed to help students develop those understandings.

Because it is more cost effective to remediate at the elementary level

and because the estimated 7.6% dropout rate in North Carolina in the

1980-81 school year represents 26,709 students,(45)-the logical alter-

native to more upper level remediation is to provide a developmental

mathematics program at the elementary level.

At the fourth grade level most students move into larger classes

without the assistance of an instructional aide. This means less

individual attention for the children. The recommendation for small

group instruction is based on: studies which indicate that children
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having frequent interaction with teachers in small groups have higher

rates of succe (9).

Since-North Carolina students take a standardized achievement test- --

at the end of third grade, there is in place a measure for identifying

children needing additional mathematics instruction in small groups.

The theories of mastery learning developed by Bloom emphasize the

belief that every child can master the elementary school curriculum

given appropriate instruction and sufficient time and support the need for

expanded developmental instruction. The establishment of a Develop-

mental Mathematics Monitoring Program would provide early intervention

for students weak in mathematical skills and help to prevent the "math

anxiety" that often keeps students from choosing to take more than the

minimum mathematics requirements.

RECOMMENDATION 9. We 'recommend that the state guidetines iot identii-

cation of exceptionae chiedken be AestizuctuiLed to enabZe schoot peksonnee

to moke e66ectiveey identiy students who axe mathematicateg gifted.

We imthert recommend that the mathematics pt6gftam flax these students be

designed to liostet highek.tevees of cognitive\thinking and to inctude

an entichment,comporient,

Rationale: Under the present guidelines for identifying gifted children

many students with special talents in mathematics do not qualify.. Atten-

tion should be focused on recognizing these mathematically gifted students

whether or not they exhibit giftedness in other areas.

Mathematics instruction must be provided on an appropriate level

for all students; therefore, mathematically talented students must have

the opportunity to develop their full potential.



RECOMMENDATION 10; We 'recommend that; i6 the No&th C'aitatina Ahnuat.
Testing PAogkam continue-4 t4 be,administeke4 in the okingi nAm
Ae6ekenced tests be 'cased at att. .evens pu4-entey.tzsted;,

Rationale: While the Annual Testing Program is working well in assessing

student achievement, there have been problems in selecting tests for the

first and second grades. The major problem at these grades is that,it is

difficult to find a criterion-referenced test which has_sufficient scope

to measure the curriculum taught in North Carolina's first and second

grades.- An additional problem is that the converted criterion-referenced

test scores to national norms lack validity. Thus we support the adop-

tion of norm-referenced tests for grades one and two.

The current testing schedule does not permit the classroom teacher

to utilize the test results. There can be no diagnostic/prescriptive

utilization when the results are not available until the end of the year.

RECOMMENDATION-11; We Awommend that the teachelL/puW:teos _.laud in
gaadesr4-6 be teduced_so_t&t one (11 teadhet £6 ILopogistbte 6on no
mane thiartwenty-tix (26) pupits..

Rationale: We continue to support the State Board of Education's efforts

to hold the teacher/pupil class load at the primary levels to no more

than twenty-six (26) pupils for one (1) teacher.

As children progressin elementary mathematics training, they need

to work With :ulativet under the direct guidance of a teacher'in. the

development of new concepts.' At the same time, they also need individual

attention'to maintain their previously learned skills. A lower pupil/

teacher ratio is necessary to accomplish this.



RECOMMENDATION 12. We fLecommend that ttachet ttaining in/stitution6
acetate in theix ptogtan6 -son pAavective eeementaty teachem easy
intennzhip expettence4 with mathematiu inztAuction and that a matfte-
matio6 competency examixation be itequilted 35,6 ate candidate's zeeking

eementaxy cettqicaion.

Rationale: The Division of-Certification and the Division of Mathematics

of the State Department of_Public Instruction have recently prescribed

new competencies and skills that prospective mathematics teachers must

acquire. Asa part of the Quality Assurance Program for the teacher

education institutions in North Carolina, thelist of competencies is

comprehensive and far-reaching; however, it does not encourage the

establishment of an internship but it suggests early experiences in the

classroom for prospective teachers.

The implementation of an internship program would enhance the

preparation of the prospective teachers by providin§ early interaction

with children and mathematical exPeriences. The internship program

should be structured in a manner that will ensure a clearer understanding

of children and how they learn mathematics. It would introduce- prospec-

tive teachers to a variety of children's needs and tithe resources

available at the elementary level;

A passing .score on a mathematics competency examination.will

cate the candidate's knowledge of mathematics. This would also help to

ensure uniformity and higher standards in teacher education programs in

North Carolina.



RECOMMENDATION 13. We recommend that an etementaty mathematics
spec,atist cetti4ication be estabtished. Etementaty teacheu haeding
this centiiicatiqn zhoutd Aeceive a zataty dit56eAntia.e.

Rationale: To improve the quality of elementary mathematics instruction

'there must lie teachers who are especially knowledgeable about, mathematics

content and methodology as well as child development. Few teachers in

elementary-school positions have completed as much as six hours'of pre-

service training in mathematics education. This certification would

encourage teachers who already have-K-4 or 4-6 certification and who

have special interest in mathematics to pursue appropriate courses in

order to become specialized in the area of mathematics.

Currently few institutions of higher learningin North Carolina are

offering a degree program specifically for elementary.mathematics.

Teachers certified aethe K-4 or 4-6/levels find few appropriate courses

j-n-elementary mathematics.education/at the.gi-aduate.level. .The exis=

. ,

tence of an elementary mathematics

/

certification would encourage more

colleges to establiSh.the.necessery courses.

RECOMMENDATION 14. (4 ,tecomnindthdct aU &A/64 o teachovtnaini4g--
-p&e-setvice, in-setvice-,_and graduate waida===indtude ins#Uctionia&
using compute A4 in teaching mathematics. .

Rationale: Microcomputers have become commonplace in the home, school;

and marketplace. The computer has tremendous potential for making.com-

petent, knowledgeable teachers more effective.

Positive e eriences and the development of confidence are particu-

larly important in the area of computers for teachers already in the

profession wo may be "technology-shy" due to their limited experience

with thiS teaching tool. A coordinated program of staff deVelopment is

eSSentIal fOr the implemenittion. of this recommendatfon

:=80 = - 4,9:



RECOMMENDATION U. we ltecommend( that 4ta66 dentopment be oiien. '604
pkiftaptes to zuppoAt th6aUadeuhip in etementarty matilematZu
educatioft:'

Rationale: This recommendation encourages ;the princifial.to become more-

knoWledgeable.about the quantity and quality ofmathematics instruction
-------

in elementary schools. As a result; the principal; as the instructional \
leader,=will be better prepared to evaluate and plan for the mathematics

program:within his school.

According to the RAND Study the attitugle of the princlpal is critical

to the long-term results of .a projec05°) "The support of the school

principal for a special project is, directly related to the likelihood.

that staff will continue to use project methods and materials after special

training is withdrawn." Involvement in in-service training updates prin

cipals' classroom skills and knowledge about what is needed for a quality

mathematics program.

This in=Service will assist the principal to serve more effectively

as the instructional leader by (1) observing mathematics lessons on a

regular basis, (2);ensuring that mathematics is taught daily-to all ttu=

dents by the best qualified teachers, (3) providing the format for a .

rotating schedule which-will ensure some "prime teaching"' time for mathe=

matins, (4) encouraging flexible grouping for skills, (5) providing

resources for obtaining ancillary materials, (6) recognizing sound method-

ology that provides opportunity for problem solving and divergent thinking.

RECOMMENDATION 16. We tecommend that the 6a towing types o in-4enuice-

p/LogiLams 6o4 etementam 4choot teachm be deveeoped and sanded to /teach

att teacher and aides wiAbs a iive-yeat pen cod:

A. An ongoing pitogizam con-64.5ti.ng o6 mathematicA content, teatning
theory, evatuation technique6, ei6ective aoe o6 maniputativRA,
ctawoom management, e66410,Lent toe o6 etc:az/Loom time, and

counzelimg istitategies.



RECOMMENDATION 16 (continued)

B. Speciae Aummen. in4titutez .to casist teacheu in teaching »athe-

matic6. Cowhide/action 6houtd be given to making the inatitute,6

permanent in oltdek to 6o4tet continued upgkading the compe-

tence Zevee of .teachers .a

Funding Ahoutd be ptovided lion vartious iinanctat kncent,cveA to attow

teacheu .to pan tic

-and -.

RECOMMENDATION t7: We-kecommend that at tea 6t a thirtd (26 thernon=

teaching 'continuing education unit&.eartned by a teacher: ion aementaky

cettigidate tenewat be ikt the akea o6 mathematic4.

Rationale: Because the majority of elementary school children in North

Carolina are being taught by.teachers with about ten years of experience,

changes must come through-im7service Of Personnel already in the system.

In the 1980=431 school year less than 2 percent of the teachers in North

Carolina were,newto'the profession;(451.

When teachers do not know alternate methcids ofinstructfon, they

rely on pencil and paper tasks for their mathematics program. An over-

whelming majority of North Carolina elemehtary teachers surveyed recently.

' by. this study group indicated a lack of confidence in their mathematical

\
skills. A study conducted by the National Science Foundation which sur-

,

veYed K-6 teachers revealed that they felt a need for assistance in the

folio ing areas: (1) learning new teaching methods, (2) obtaining infor-

mation about instructional materials, (3) implementing discovery/

inquiry and hands-on approaches in teaching.
(60)

Intensive, positive experiences with mathematics activities are

-needed for teachers to gain skills for effective teaching and build con-

fidence in their abilities. A model for such in-service might be the

PriMary Reading Institute which offers a format of intensive in-service
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pi6VidinOandton experiences and suggestions for:teaching specific

The institutes have been effectiveagents fOr change as
. _

evidenced by increased achievement in reading for primary children in

North arolina, /

Under the current guidelines, it is possible for elementary

teachers to obtatn certificate renewal through various experiences

which are not related to mathematics and therefore do not contribute

to the teacher's mathematics expertise.

RECOMMENDATION 18. We ,tecommend that the state, in conjunction with
tocat education agencies cteate mathematic6 cooAdinating teacheA
positions to ptovide coninuouein-seAvice via demonatAation teaching,-
conducting wonkshop4, and peoviding suppoAt and Aesounce seAvices.
It is ISuAthek recommended that:

A. The positions be phased in overt a live (5) yeah. petiod in tt
eight Aegions a4-teacheu are identiged and tAained;

The cootdinating teachees contact6 not exceed 4eventy-6ive (75)
clas4toom teacheu and that each toca education agency have at
teast one mathematics cootdinating teacher; I

C. The cooAdinating teacheft. Aeceive a di66etemtfre sataty.

Rationale: In keeping with North Carolina's current emphasis on mathe-

matics, this recommendation addresses the long-term goal of improving
I

the quality of instruction. By establishing teaching positions which

would dtrectly influence What happens within classrooms through contacts
1

with students and through' demonstration teaching, the state would estab-

lish continuous in-service and assistance for classroom tea6hers.(59

The coordinating teachers will be involved in instructional activi-
1 o

ties which require extensive preparation time. In their roles as the

mathematics experts in the schools, they will also serve as facilitators



of information related to mathematics curriculum materials and profes-

sional developments. They must continuously update their own training.

Because of these added responsibilities and required_trainfing the

mathematics coordinating teachers must be paid an appropriate higher

SalarY;

RECOMMENDATION 19. We recommend that eve/Ey eigott be made to enhance
the teaching of mathematic, 4 in etementany schoot6 b4;

A. Pnoviding apptoptiate 6chotauhips son teacheu to take mathe-
matic4 on mathematic4 education coux4e4;

Pnoviding adequate neimbutzement 6o)c expene4 incutked at
mathematic4 toto6e4sionae. meeting4;

C. .Phoviding dide4 and /on cZertieatheep in weade4

identitcying and-necognizing outStanding etementaky mathematik4
teacheia;

E._____l_dentifying _and necognizing__owt6tanding _mat.h.ematics lanegitam.6

thkough th.e tabtahment o6 modet

Rationale: Financial incentives will Provide assistance and motivation

to teachers desiring to improve their .knowledge of methods and content.

To encourage elementary teachers to become more proficient in mathematics,

. .

scholarships must be available in mathematics. To encourage teachers to

participate in professional organizations, reimbursements should be.made,

for expenses at mathematics meetings.

Teachers in self7contained classes in grades four through six have,

treMendous responsibilities; they deaf with large groups of students;

all areas of the curriculum, and a wide range of abilities. Aides and /or

clerical 'assistance are needed to free the teacher to concentrate maxi-

mum time on instruction.
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The recognition and identification of quality mathematics inStruc-,

tion can promote interest and enthusiasm among elementary schooPteachers.

The ottablishmeilt of d model program will allOW-teaCbes.to.see;fiTst,hand

a variety of techniques for,teaching matheMatics. Many teachers must see

to belieVe"; thus,\demonstration lessons in aledel .tetting,provlde:.a

picture that no other type of in-service can offer.

itCOMMENVATION 20. Weytecommend that zubttantiae additionat 6und.6 be

wtovidea-im_the Pumpective etTeach Schataloh2p Loan Pxognam to 4uppott

unde4g4aduate-4tudentz who dmixe to pukaue a mathematie4 specimei4t
eettiliication in 4Aade,6 We icuatheni.Aecommend that the amount oi,

each schataiohip Zoan 61-inc&eased to $21000/yeat.

Rationale: Under this scholarship/loan/program, recipients of leans

who teach in the public schools foi.'the same number of years that financial

assistance is received, have their, debt cancelled proportionally, Thus

most recipients would have a definite commitment to enter and remain in

teaching in North Cai.olina.

The current loaqscholarshiP of $1500 Per year is inadequate to

suppOrt the:needs of students in view of'rising c011ege costs.



THE MIDDLE SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS PROGRAM



CHAPTER 4

THE MIDDLE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS-PROGRAM

-PREFACE

The mathematics program at the middle grades level must res ond to

the needs of the student population.. As the program is- developed and

.revised, consideration must be giiien to characteristiCt'Of thiS age group

Middle grades students are in a period-of transition from childhood

to adulthood; Physical, emotional, social and intellectual abilitietare

maturing and-there is constant re-adjustment by the student to incorporate

these changes into daily functioning.

Intellectual abilities are at different levels of development due

to the varying rates of maturity.(19) Middle grades studentS have the

widest range of ability levels when compared to other age levels. Some

students are functioning at what Piaget(47)twould call the concrete

operational stage, while others are capable of more formal operational

thought processes. It is recognized that a large percentage of the

students do not function totally in either stage; rather, they move from

one to the other depending on the nature of the tasks to be performed.

The mathematics program must be structured so that it is capable of pro=

viding content and methodology appropriate to this wide range of

developmental leVelt.

The middle grades mathematics: program is an extension of the elemen-

_

tary program as outlined in the elementary recommendations .,and;,.,as a

result, is broader and more comprehensive than it has been in the past.

Further, it is designedto prepare students for a more rigorous program

of secondary mathematics.



RECOMMENDATION 1. Vg. tecommend that, inotdet 6-ox students in grades 7
dkci:8_,tb have brcoad expg&ientes_in mathematics_ and to provide a sttong
base 6Ot.6utthet study, the mathematics _civt&icueum in gtades 7 and 8 be

St&UCtutted accotding to the 6ottowing tevebs:

Grade 7

A. Comptehensive Mathematics iotoadZy based in Pte-kegebta, iniotmme
ptane and sotid geometty, descaptive statistics and su&vey
sampting, data anaysis, consume & atithmetic, mentaL akithmetic
and estimation, apptications oiS mathematics and p&oatem saving.

B. A coutse which encompasses the seventh and eighth gtade compte=
hensive mathematics coutses LOA those students who have shown
supaio& mathematica abiZity and who witt p&oceed to Aegeb&a 1
in the eighth gtade.

Devetopmentat/temedime mathematics dot students scoring below
the 35th pacentite on the sixth gtade annual testing ptogtam
in mathematics, taught in smategtoups (1:10) abide& the super.-

vision o6 a teat en ttained in diagnosticiptesctiptive teaching

o6 mathematics in a setting conducive to active patttcipation

in teatning through ptobtem saving.

Grade 8

A. Cntinuation o6 Comptehensive Mathematics 6/tom seventh g&ade
designed to 6utthet students' mathematida 6oundation in ptep-
a&ation 6ot the cou&se entiteed PiLe-Algebta in the ninth gtade.

A mote acceeetated atithmetic/aegeb&a cou&se 1501. the students

who ate quati6ied to hand& a cutticaum p&epautom to Atgebta I.

AZgebta 1 6ot the students who ate at that tevet and pteietahty

were en&oLted in acceZetated mathematics in g&ade 7.

Continuation o6 devetopmenta/temediae mathematics pit those who

continue to need assi.stance with the undetstanding o6 6undamentat
mathematicstaught in smate gtoups (1:10) under the supekvisiOn

o6 a teachet tkained in diagnostic/p&esc&iptive teaching o6

mathematics in a setting conducive to active patticipation in
Zeatning thtough ptobtem so.eving.

Rationale: Mathematics in the seventh and eighth grades is crucial to

further mathematical development of students and does much to form their

attitudes toward selection of high school courses. Therefore, it is

imperative that instructional modes reflect the st pedagogical prac=

tices.

B.

D.
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It is true that Many seventh and eighth grade studentt are still in

a "pre=logic" stage of development that precludes a deep understanding

(19)
of some mathematical principles. However, these students can benefit

from.the study of some very sophisticated mathematics concepts if they

use concrete materials to model the concepts and are encouraged to work

in an open-ended, inquiry mode.

Strong seventh and eighth grade mathematics courses are prerequisites

for the successful study of Algebra I. However, mathematically adept

students who are entering a "logic" stage of develoPment should be able

to complete this work.in grades six and seven, thus allowing them the

opportunity to begin their study of Algebra I in grade eight. Past ex-

perience has shown that studentt who are well - prepared and who begin

Algebra I in grade eight successfully complete college-level work in

mathematics before graduating from high school. In the past, such oppor-

tunities have been available primarily to students in large school systems.

All students in North Carolina who qualify for accelerated study in mathe

matics should have the opportunity.

Because it is not cost=effective to have 'remediation at higher

educational leveli and becaue the estimated:7.6% dropout rate in North

Carolina in the 1980-81 school year represents 26,709 students,(45) the

logical alternative to more upper level remediation is to concentrate on

providing an effective developmental and remedial mathematics program at

the upper eleMentary level. _Across North Carolina all students take the

Cain cnia Achievement Test at the end of the sixth grade; Thus, the.

Annual Testing PrOgram is one' standardized measure of a student's achieve=

ment in matheMatics that should serve as a guideline for identifying
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students for developmental/remedial mathematics. The theory of mastery

learning advocated by Bloom(4'5) which emphasizes the belief that every

student can master mathematical concepts given appropriate instruction

and sufficient time lends support for expanded developmental instruction
1,-,, ._ " ,

rather than later remedial assistance when students are even more de-

ficient.

For the developmental/remedial program to have maximum effectiveness,

the instruction in small groups must come under the supervision of a

teacher with training in diagnostic/prescriptive teaching of mathematics.

To accommodate the learning patterns, mental development stages, and

interest of seventh and eighth grade students, instructional activities

at each level must emphasize open-ended inquiry, exploratory exercises,

and the use of, visual and manipulative aids.

It is recommended that the 1980's middle school mathematics curri-

culum expand the definition of basic skills, use a diversity of instruc=

tional strategies, materials, and resources, while requiring more

mathematics study and providing a more flexible curriculum with a greater

range of options .(63)

RECOMMENVATION 2. We recommend that catcatatou be caed ea a teaching
toot in gAades 7 and 8 and that att 4tfldenbs become pAo6icient £n
Laing the dout-6unction cateutatok with memoky and pacent.

Rationale: Research studies support the use of calculators at all grade

levels, indicating that achievement and attitudes are enhanced when cal-
,

culators are used as an instructional too1.(55'56) Research furtber

indicates that the effective utilization of calculators results in higher

scores when students are ;testd on paper - pencil tests not using cal-

culators.
(59)



5

Calculators should be used to help students explore mathematical

/ %

topics beyond basic computational skills.°°/ For example, while students

quickly discover decimals as they experiment with calculators, they will

encounter concepts and operations involving negative integers, exponents,

square roots, scientific notation, large numbers--all topics in junior

high mathematics. In addition, providing low-achieving students with-

/

calculators has the potential to open new areas.of mathematics to these

)
students and, at the same time, break down self-defeating attitudes.%--

011

RECOMMENDATION 3.: WeAecommend that ate middZe schoot 4tadent61be

pkovided the 000nturety.to become tomputin titerate and ghat an:

etective coutse'ik dompatot pugAamming be devetokoCandthaa4

abte to inteke4ted StudentS.

Rationale: Familiarity with microcomputers and the knowledge and skills

required to make intelligent use of them will be important for students

in all subject areas, and, in particular, mathematics. Lealning to

operate and control a powerfuf problem-solving tool such as a microcom-

puter will equip students for dealing more effectively'with the challenge

of secondary school subjects, and for their future role as college stu-

dents or as effective participants in the world of work.(30),

The recommended course should provide sufficier:t instruction in the

use of an appropriate programming language to allow students to plan-,

develop, and refine simple computer programs. This course should also

allow-students to become familiar, through extensive hands-on experiences,

with the wide range of microcomputer applications which would be of

immediate use to them in their present role as students as wellas in

whatever future path they might pursue.



RECOMMENDATION 4 W recommend that theke be 55 mihatea () MatitematiC,6

instAucion daily with overt SO'pertcent oil the inStAuCtionat,time Agent.
in teaching that develops content thnoUgh ihtekacion between the
4tadent4 and the tend/a;

Rationale: Two veTpimportant variables that affect how well students

achieve are the amount of time allocated to instruction, and the use of

instructional time by the teacher. Students' achievementin mathematics

has been shown to be affected by these two variables. In grades 7 and 8,

there must be enough time allocated to mathematics to ensure that the

content of the coursesare covered. Effective teachers of seventh and

eithth grade mathematics devote at least half of each class period to

developing concepts and skills through lecture, demonstration, discussion,

creative questioning, and appropriate modeling of the expected behavior. (9)

RECOMMENDATION 5. We recommend that a pAogAam be devetoped to a4tiat
guidance counsetms, advizo44, cukkiculum cookdinatoks, pkincipath,
and teacheu in advt'sing middte Achoot 4tudent4. The intent'oli the

pkog&am is to in6ortm studentA about the quantity and quality oil

mathematic4 needed eon lie in a technological Aoc,tety. '

Rationale: Research shows that the more mathematics a person knows, the

more employment options he/she will have available.
(12i52) There is a

large discrepancy Anthe amount of mathematics training and skill acquired

by those who are interested in science and engineering careers, and those

who are not. While there has always been such a discrepancy, the evi=

dence indicates that in recent years it has been widening. The relatively

few students who have .a strong interest in science and engineering careers

are studying as much mathematics as ever. However, the larger body of

students are terminating their study of these subjects at an.increasingly

(35)
early stage and are performing less well on achievement measures.



Because of peer pressure,elitism of upper level courses, past

performanceand unwillingness' to Work\hard, many students are not exer=

cising their options to study as much mathematics as they could.

Teachers and guidance counselors, working closely together, can .have a

greater influence on student choices than they now do. Students must

1--

be encouraged to pursue more advanced mathematics and scifence courses

by being informed of career opportunities which are available only to

students with strong backgrounds in mathematics.

The need to encourage more females and minorities to take the

mathematics and science courses necessary for careers depending on these

academic areas is a recognized national problem. The, educational environ-

ment of these groups must be altered to effect a change--that students

should be seen as students first and be accepted withoutprejudgment

and ready-made expectations due to sex, race-, social class, or any other

factor. The students' environment is composed of several significant

groups of,people.including mathematics teachers' counselors, parents,

and the target students themseives.(15)

RECOMMENDATION 6, We Aecommend that the ztate, in conjunction with
&ca. education agenciez, oteatemathematicz cooAdinating teacher_
pozitionz to p/covide continuou4 in-4eAvice via demomtAation teaching,
conducting wotkzhopz, and pAoviding zuppoAt and AezottAcez zeAvicez.
It iz 15utthet recommended that: (I) the po4itioro be phazed in oven. a
6ive-yeak putiod in au eight Aegion4 az teacheu\ate identi6ied and
tAaired; (2) the cooAdinating teacheez contact's not exceed zeventy-
ISive ceas4Aoom teachela and that each toca education agency have at
tea.st one mathematics comdinating teacheA; (3) thiat there be a pay
ditge/tentiae commensurate with the Aequitementz o6 the pozition.

Rationale: In keeping with North Carolina's curren emphasis on mathe-

matics, this recommendation addresses the long=term goal of improving the



quality of instruction. By initiating teaching positions which would

__directly influenbe what happens within classrooms through contacts with

students and through demonstration teaching, the state. would establish

continuous in-service and assistance for classroom teache4:(5°) The

statistics (40% of teachers teaching one or more mathematics classes

in grades 7-12 in North Carolina do not have mathematics certification)

are an indication of this need.(45)

The coordinating teachers will be involved in instructional activities

which require extensive preparation time. In their role as the mathematics

experts in the schools, they will also serve as facilitators of information

related to mathematics curriculum, materials, and professional developments.

They must continuously update their own training. Because of these added

responsibilities and required training, the mathematics coordinating

teachers must be paid an appropriate higher salary.

RECOMMENDATION 7. We ucommend that the State Depantment oi Pub.tic In4tlacc-
tion14 Competenciu and Guidaines_iahL_Apptoved Teachek Education PLoguni6

be, amended eolf. the 6-9 cetti6icate kn mathematizs to that pAospeetive

teacheAs seeking a mathematics concenttation-be &qui/Led to compete_ a

minimum oi 30 semen ten hams (4 which at teast 75=21 isemeaten houu be in
mathematics and 9-15 semestert houu be in mathematics education exctuAive

og the student teaching expetience. Ate teachets teaching math6a.tUs
grades 7 and 8 must have this speciatist cettiiication.

Rationale-: To successfully implement the kind of curriculum we envision

in gr:ades 7 and 8, the teacher must have the preparation in Mathematics

and teaching of maihematics implied by this recommendation and by the

listed competencies in the Competencies and Guidelines for Approved

Teacher_Education Programs, A minimum number of semester hours necessary

to meet these competencies needs to be.stated at the 6-9 level since pro-

.

spective teachcws at this level may elect to have concentrations in several

areas.
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RECOMMENDATION 8. 'We xecommend that aa component ofi teachers tAaining--

pke-zerwice, in-zerwice, gnaduate wank--inctude inztAuction Laing cam-

puteu sot teaching mathematics.

Rationale: Microcomputers are quickly becoming commonplace in the-home,-

school, and marketplace. In school, in particular, the computer is a

tool which has tremendous potential to make a competent, knOWledgeable

teacher more effective. Teacher education programs for all levels of

mathematics must include computer literacy, some computer programming,

and strategies for effective use of computers in the curriculum. A

coordinated program of staff development and other types of support are

essential in order to fulfill this potential.
(30)

RECOMMENDATION 9. We recommend that at teast thkee units Icok cekti6icate

kenewat 06 middee schoot mathematics teacheks be in mathematics and/e t

mathematics education. We 6ukthek recommend that these units be ealtncd

thltough cottege ckedits on through appnoved coutsewonk with the same

Aigok in content and tequikement4 az a cottege-eevet coUkse.

Rationale: Under the current guidelines, it is possible for mathematics

teachers to obtain certificate renewal through varlout experiences which

are not related to mathematics and which do-not co,.t.:.'buie to the

teacher's mathematics expertise. This recommendati:,n is directed toward

improving the quality of our teachers and through the, the edt,...:ation of

our children:

RECOMMENDATION 10. We recommend that Ile 6ottomilng two .-'p- o in,zekvice

Imognams middte zchoo:2 mathema,ticz teacheks be deveeoi,ed and funded:

A. An ongoing- pkogkam h, a cuknicu,eum consisting o6 rnathema.t.i.es

content, teaAning thwAy, evatuation techniquez, e6ie,.7,%ve. Lae

o6 maniputati.ves, ceassnoom management, e66ieient use of ctazz-

'Loom time, and counts eting stkategi es .

-67-
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RECOMMENDATION 10 (continued)
\ .

8. Speule..summeiCtrotitutea t aotizt teachm in teaching mitidte.
schoot.mathematics. Considekation shbutd be given to making the
institutegranent to 6ottet contimled apgkading oUthe com-
petence t 06 teachers:.

Funding shoutdbe ptovided 60k.vakioUs gnan4ae incen .ived to attow :
teacheks to pattZeipate ix eithek Olt both pitogkams.

\
Rationale: 'Teachers are the most important educational influence on stu-

dents' learning of mathematics.(13) The 1981 -82 North Carciiina Mathematics:

41):Teacher Profile reports that 50 of the mathematics teachers in

grades 7 and 8 are not properly certified to teach mathematics at this

level. -It is generally accepted and documented by research that teachers

who. possess a sound knowledge of their subject (mathematics content and

structure), as well as expertise in methodology, can proje t a more

positive influence on students, thus enhancing and/or assur1 g continued

growth in the level of achievement;

Many of the teachers presently in the field have not had p e= service

opportunities which include instruction and activities as descri ed in

this recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION 11. We kecommend that mickocomruteki and appkopiaate
coutsewake be mode avaitabte to zuppnitt the teaching 06 aU mathematics
couftses in the 7=8 cmkticutum. A nay :.o 06 one U) computet 6a4. eve/1.y \

28 student's kecommended,

Rationale: Microcomputers have .rbvimts appeal for all students ;Ind their

effectiveness asia tool for promOting mathematics instruction has been

well documented. The NCTM Agenda For Attior had recmmended that Inte=

ration of technology, in partic:. cinciers and hind calculators,

into the mathematics curriculum at 11-;e.? 1- be a major goal of mathe-
_

matics education for the 1980's.



Applications of microcomputers in the mathematics curriculum for'

gradeS 7 and 8 should be broad=based(13) and should be included.in

all Middle tehool/Mathematics courses: These'applications include:

traditional computer=assisted instruction, such as

drill and practice, review lessons, and testing of

knowledge of facts and acquisition of skills;

simulations, the modeling of processes and events

which are too dangerous, too expensive, or'too

complex to demonstrate in the classroom;

data analysis of real life problems with real life

data, which would be.too long and tedious to.Sal-

culate without the aid of technology;

computer-managed instruction, wherein the computer

is used to determine the appropriate level and type

of instruction (which may or_may not be computer-

based instruction) for a particular student, as

well as to maintain an ongoing record of each

student's activities and progress.

additiOnimitrocomputers serve as a powerful tool for enhancing

children's problem solving and other higher-level thinking skills by

promoting the application of a diversity of problem solving strategies.

To optimize the use of the microcomputer as an instructionaltool,

microcomputer hardware must be available in sufficient numbers that all

teachers and their classes have easy access to them whenever their use

would-promote the instructional program.

RECOMMENDATION 12. To attnact competent, new mathematZez teacheu, we

itecammend the 6oZtowing:

A. Teaching azzignment4 6oA. Otst-yeah .teachers invaeve contact

with 4tudento o6 valtying abiLity Zevea.

B. Firat=yean. teacheu be olitieltd a contnact as eaay ass poszibZe.

C.- Finzt-yealt teacheu be otitceted the oppoAtunity (216 beginning empeoy-

ment az. anon as that gitadaation az is Imacticae.

Rationale: See Rationale for Secondary Recommendation 18, pp. 90-91.
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RECOMMENDATION 13. We .recommend that to attnact and retain competent
mathemati.cs teachers a pAogAim o6 incent,ivez be devetoped.
catty, we recommend that:

A. Teaching .loads in mathematics be nestnicted to no mote-than 26
Students pen ceass and 130 .4tudent6 pen. day.

8. Appnopniate 6^tipends be pkovided Got summek study, cuxxicueum
devetopment, .stag deveeopment, etc.

C. Reimbuxsement be pkovided Son expenses associate with attendance
at pko6usionat ma-the/natty-6 meetings, inctuding tnavet, todging,
AegZstAation bee 6, and subseLtute teachek pay.

Rationale: See Rationale for Secondary Recommendation 24, pp. 94-95.

REcOMMENDATION 14. We recommend tkat saeanies be inc./ Leased appko-
ptiatety cekti6ied mathematic teachets who have a majattty theik
teaching nesponsibZe.itie6 in mathematics.

Rationale: See Rationale for Secondary Recommendation 25, pp. 95 -96.'

RECOMMENDATION 15. We recommend that substantizt addtionae 6LLnds be
ptovided bon the Prospective Teacher SchotaA/Ship Loan PAogitam to support
undekgitaduate 4tudents who deste to puuue a mathematics spec.iatist
cekti6ication in gnades 7-8. We 6: ;:hex recommend that the amount o6
each ischataxiship Loan be inc./Leased to SUM/yolk.

o

Rationale: See Rationale for. Sedondary Recommendation 26, p,.96.
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CHAPTER; 5

THE SECONDARY MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
<

PREFACE

a

Secondary mathematics provides the conceptual frameworkfor-el the

mathematics which precedes it, and, at the same time, secondary mathe-
.

matics is the foundation for all advanced work in mathematics, science and

'technoldgy. A successful secondary mathematics program requires two inter-

woven components--a comprehensive up-to -date curriculum and dedicated,

well - prepared teachers. The secondary mathematicS program in North Caro-

lina has many strengths, but it has problems which must be addressed. Our

concerns. about the program reflect problems which are national in scope.

The dedicated efforts of those responsible-for instruction in mathematics

have not overcome inadequafe support for professional development and 'for

educational resources: Moreover, inadequate salaries and benefits for
. .

teachers, coupled with an increasing demand from industry, government, etc.,;

for persons with mathematical training, have created a critical, well;

documented, shortage of trainedmathematics teadhers. 'Theshortage of

teachers and resources is compounded by a curriculum which has'yt to

respond fully to technological change: In particular, cOmputers and Cal.
,

culators havenot been comOetelyintegrated into the secondarymathematics
:

'curriculum in a comprehensive fashion.

Several years ago, those national professional organizations which'

are concernedprimarilywIth mathematics education began to work. towards

an understanding and an eventual solution of the problems facing secOndary

school mathematics. Two of the organizationi, the National Council of

Teachers of Mathemitics (NCTM) and the Mathematical Assdciation of America



(MAA), produced documents which are of particular importance.

These are as follows:

2,30)

(1) Recommendations for the Preparation of High School-Students
f_cm_Calle Mathematics Courses, a joint 1980 publication
of the MM and the NCTM.

-(2)- An-Agenda For Action: Recommendatient_for School Mathematics
--in_the=19801s, a 1980 publication of the NCTM.

The reader who is familiar with these publications will discover that they

motivated many of the recommendations included in this report. This em=

phasizes that the problems faced in North Carolina are not unique to this

state or even to this region. The problems are truly national in extent.

RECOMMENDATION 1 . We itecommend that .steps be. -taken to e.n.aaft.e uni6otonity

in the quaUty arxi depth o6 the vaitiotus mathemat-Cco couitze oiiehings

thitoughout the tate. Spec.i.iicatty, we 'recommend the 6ateowing

A. A genehat coulose 4yteabua be developed 6on each zecondaty thathema&es

Co00e;

A 6/tie6 cm/L.6e outtine b << developed OA. each State-adopted secondalty

mathematir4 textbook.

Rationale: The use of syllabi in secondary mathematics courses will pro-

vide the bast- for uniformity in student exposure to concepts and techniques.

Syllabi will so provide continuing guidelines for State textbook-adoptions.

Sin,:e textbooks are the most available, and, therefore. the most widely

u.sed teaching tools, the use of syllabi, coupled with the use of course

rttline'4 will povide much needed guidance to tne inexper enced teacher

lf

Evcn experienced mathrmatics teachers need guinea as_recommended--

in An Agenda For Action,_compotervare to pe.fulTry*ilizedat all grade

revels Many secondary tLeacOm also neef ne1 p4niaking appropriate use

of models and ManipuletiV6 .Weria:f.5 teaching. It is important



;then that the coirse syllabi contain suggestions .for using models,

manipUlatives and computers. In'particular, the syllabi should contain

recommendations about computer'software and hardware.

RECOMMENDATION 2. To ensute that students ate pto6kcient in the use o6

a caecutaton, we liecommend the Otowing:

A. A.P. e. students be taught to use a {yours- SunctLaW caecutatot with memory

and pekcent. I

B. The mathematics section *the Month Cautina Competency Test be

tevised to inaudela section testing cateiLtatoli ptoiciciency and to
petmit the use o6 pie catcutatok on the Apptications Section o6
the Test. /

,

/

C. Student's who totan/to attend'post-secondaty schoots be taught to cure

clscienti6ic ca.ecutaton.

12. Funding be apptoptiated 6Aom the state - the LEAs son. punchasing,

maintaining, and ipeacing catemeatons,1 and Son pkoviding suppte-

mentaty matetioes.

Students be engoutaged to use a caZcutatok, wheneve't appuptiate,

in their'. mathe atiez ctazzes.

Rationale: A fourfunction calculator with memory and percent is an

extremely useful tool in a wide variety of everyday activities. Students

who are not taught to use this tool will be handicadped at work and will

be'unnecessarily burdened with paper and pencil arithmetic. Students will

be more likely to learn to use calculators effettively, if calculator

proficiency is taught \in school and the use of calculators is required in

the Competency Testing Program. i

Recommendation 3 of\An Agenda For Action points out that if the
I

arithmetic drudgery is rmoved from mathematics courses at the seventh

grade level and above, teachers can focus on building understanding and

developing problem solving skills. Certainly, more sophisticated problems

can be assigned if the use of a lculator is encouraged._: It is also
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possible that more students may elect to take additional and more advanced

mathematics courses if the emphasis on paper and pencil computation is

removed from these courses and their prerequisites.

The use of calculators on the Applications Section of the Competency

Test will allow more realistic problems to be included on the Test. This

will make this section of the Test a more reliable measure of the student

conceptual skills as opposed to their, purely computational skills.

The ability to use a scientific calculator effectively is a skill

prerequisite to most post-secondary .:-oursts in science and mathematics.

The student who can effectively use a scientific calculator to solve expo-

nential equations, for example,Will nave an advantage over the si;udent

who does not possess this skill.

It is clear that teaching a class to.use a calculator will be easier

if each student in the class is using the same model calculator., Thus,

to encourage the'teeching and use of calculators, the state should provide

funds for the initial purchase as well as for the maintenance and replete=

ment of calculatorsn The state:should also provide funds for the necessary

suppleMentary materials.

.

RECOMMENDATION 3. We 'recommend that computeui at a 44tio 66_1 tompate4
to 28 student's; and apptorxiate cou4:61emake be made avaiZabee 04 the

60teowing:

A. ltse in the, vanims zecondany mathematieis comsezi

B. Teaching an lint4oductoty course in mie4ocomputeAs and mictocompute4
ptog4amming,and

C. Use in "student ptojects; hommatk; and independent study.

=and-
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RECOMMENDATION 3 (contEnued)

(tioAukthet recommend h4 a computet.pugtaMming Ced e biipheaizing appti,

datipnA ii mathemaz be oigeked to .college -bound 4tdd&itS_Whd;Ptan

dataAA mathonatia, 'science; engivreeting orc xetated getelz, An att6k,

native .to thus. couMc wbutd be Advanced Ptacement Computek Sdi640.

Rationale: As noted elsewhere in this report; microcomputers are rapidly

beComing commonplace in the home, in the` business world and in schools.

If secondary mathematics teachersvare to take advantage of the power of

.4
the microcomputer as an instructional tool; microcomputers must be avail-

able in numbers which allow students and teachers L,sy aecess to them

whenever their use would promote the instructional program.

Formal instruction in microcomputers and microcomputer programming

will prepare secondary students for a world in which the ability to use

computers will become increasingly important: -The introductory course

recommended would offer students the hands-on experiences they need to

become familiar with a wide range of useful applications. This course

could be offered as a semester pr as a year course.

As students become familiar with microcomputers and their capabilities,

they should be permitted-and encouraged.to make use of Microcomputers for

homework assignments; class projects and individual study. Secondary

schools should proVide students with access to microcomputers during the

school day and should encourage teachers, in all fields,'.to design home-

work and project assignments which involve the use of a microcomputer.

Itis the special responsibility of those who'teach secondary mathe-

matics to keep the mathematics curriculum up-to-date. Therefore, these

teachers should treat in their courses mathematical procedures which make

use'of computer technology as often as is appropriate.
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Familiarity,with microcomputers and the knowledge and skills required

to make intelligent use of them will be especially important for students

who intend to pursue careers in mathematics, science or related fields.

These occupations will continue to lead oth-eriin making intensive use of

sophisticated computer programs. Students who pursue scientific or tech-

nical careers need to be as familiar with computers as earlier generations

of stLden--. were with slide rules. The computer programming course we

will meet this need. The course could be offered in either a

year or a semester format and should have an Algebra II prerequisite.

We strongly recomrind that students who take the programmingpourse

take at least four yF':;-i's f.f "bona fide" high schOol mathematics as Well;

We feel ihet the programij course has maximum value when it Supplements_

the standard,-four -year sequende of college preparatory mathematics courses..

RECOMMENDATION 4. We recommend that a coutse.,entitted Pte ebta be

cteated. The eau/0e would be designed 60n the ninth gtadeZstudent
Withlie6W7avetacte mathematicat abitity. _EVe&y ninth grade student
not .in _the temediat p&og&mw woutd be tequited ti;take eithet Pte-Atgebta

on a highex teyee CduASe.

-and-

RECOMMENDATION 5. We tecommend that the iottowing coutses teptace the
Genaat Mathematics sequence. Each of these couAses woutd have onty a
Pte-Aegebta ptetequisite and each woad build on and devetop the atgebitaio

acquited in Pte-AZgebta. Ei6ective use 0.6 a catoutato& witt be

a point $01 emphasis in each so6 these coutses.

A. Technicat Mathematia: This cowls e-shoutd ptepate students
Son a post-gtaduate technicat. ptogtam. The sou -e zshoutd

inctude measuAement, intetptetation oi g&aphis and ohakt4, data
anatysis, intuitive geometty, 150&muta maniputation, bight iugte

t&igonometity and othe& Aetevant topics. 1r

Cohzumelt Mathematics: This course would coven the &pits in the
cwr.tent Conisume& Mathematics muse, but the Covetage shoutd be at

a moite sophisticated tevet. Mo&eovek, therm zhoutd be a much
gteatet emphasis placed on saving the typed o6 pubtem4 which

con.aumela aotuatty ehcounta, i.e., neat woad ptobtems with
"neat" data.



RECOMMENDATION 5 (continued)

C. Tap icy inAdthematicA: TUA edukSe woutd be abned.at the non-
co ege bound Atudent and woUtd tkeat .opus such ass into/mat.
geometky; intditive pliobabteity and:Ztatizticz 'and gun then. wo/th

in ggebita. =

-and-

RECOMMkNDATION 6. (Ve Atcommend that 4ot AtudentA not in temediat. coultAeA,
the scope of the ninth gAade annuae tezting pliogkam be expanded to inaude
aZgebituic zhiLez at the &vet. o6 the Pte-Aegebta eouiae.

Rationale: Mathematics educators agree that almost all high school stu-

dents should have an exposure to algebra. Algebra is, in essence; symbolit

representation and manipulation and as such it is the underlying language

of all mathematics. Moreover, symbolic maniptilation and the use of

variables are at the heart of computer programming which implies that

facility with algebraic concepts and manipulations is essential for today's

hi7lh school student.

Currently, minority students and women
(52 are often not encouraged

to take introductory courses in algebra. Large numbers of potentially

able students are thereby precluded from taking the higher level mathe-

matics and science courses which lead to productive and personally rewarding

careers in scientific and technical fields. The Committee examined testi-

mony_from many mathematics educators, including members of minority groups,

who, cognizant of this implicit discrimination and aware of the intrinsic

value offered by a 'course in algebra, recommended that all students be

required to take a course in algebra. There was; however, conflicting

testimony, and we realize that; even without a "universal" requiremen: in,

algebra, the most Often failed course in high school in Algebra I. It

seems' then that for some students, the existing courses in algebra are
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overly rigorous. Thus, thereis a genuine need for a Pre-Algebra course.

Indeed, there ere LEAs which already offer, with success, such a course.

Recommendation 6 in An Agenda For Action calls for a greater range

of options to accommodate the diverse needs of our student population.

At present, the options available to the on-college bound student are

often limited. The introduction of the courses we recommend in Recom-

mendation 5 will provide attractive and useful alternatives to the

student who successfully completes Pre-Algebra, Algebra I-A, or Algebra I.

The Pre-Algebra prerequisite and the use of calculators will allow:these

new courses to concentrate on problem solving in an applied context rather

than on drill in arithmetic-skills. Indeed, solving realistic problems

with "real" data will be a point of emphasis in both the Consumer Mathe-

matics and the Technical Mathematics courses. Note that work in data

analysis with real data is strongly recommended in An Agenda For Action

and by the National Science-Board's Commission on Precollege Education in

Mathematics, Science and Technology. (34)
a

If these courses are established and if remedial mathematics is

offered in every LEA, then there will no longer be a need for General

Mathematics, especially as it is currently taught in many LEAs, i.e.,

as a remedial course in arithmetic. Indeed there is good reason not

offer General Mathematics if it serves, in fact, as a remedial course

and siphons students, who are capable of penforming at a higher level -,

into a.course which Offers them nothing which is new, challenging or even

particularly useful.
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RECOMMENDATION 7. We _recommend that .secondary schoots ztnive to.rwrovide

one of both o6 the liottowilig coutuseA OA. those studento who comptete gout
yea/E4 o6 cottege pitepatatoity mathematics by the end oi theit juniot yea/7.:

A. Cacutus, at no tess than the tevee ptesnibed got AB Cacutia
in the Advanced Ptacement syttabits.

B. A cc:fa/toe, to be an extension 04 Advanced Mathematics, which is

intended to develop pte=caecutuA shLetz and intitoduce new mathe-
maticat top-i6. '

Rationale: Unless students are ready for a full=fledged course in calculus,

they should concentrate on pre-calculus skills. Testimony from college

and university mathematics educators indicates that many students who have

taken high school calculus enter college with inadequate pre-calculus

skills. Areas of particular weakness,are analytic geometry, solid geometry,

algebra and trigonometry. Genuine mastery of calculus depends heavily upon

thete skill ;reas.
(22,30)

On the.other hand, a'caldulus course, offered at the level recommended,

is potentially theffieitt challenging and intellectually stimulating Mathe-

matics course offered at the high school level, and students, who have

successfully completed four years of high school mathematics and who are

prepared for such, a calculus course, truly benefit from it. Moreover,

students who.plan to take advanced work n mathematics.'or science in col-

lege can accelerate their mathematical and scientific development by

taking calculus in high school.

Many students who have completed four years of high school mathematics

are not ready for a calculus course at the level, recommended. In many LEAt,

there is no desirable-senior,year mathematics course for theM. Studentt

who take the course recommended in Recommendation 78 Will.fUrther.deVelop

their pre7calculus skills;.preparing°.thereby to take caltulUt in college,

and learn some new and intellectUally stimulating mathematics. The course-
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should include a set of designated topics such as: analytic geometry,

solid geometry, theory of equations, sequences, series, probability and
0

statistics.
cflr

RECOMMENDATION 8. We recommend that pubt.em weving become an 6stegua
partt oo each Aecondartg mathematiu course and that it be heavity,..em-
phazized in pte- and in-zenvice.t&aining Jo/Log/Lams.

Rationale: A primary recommendation in An_Agenda For Action is that

problem solving be the focus'of school mathematics of Ihe1980's. I

becomes clear upon reading the specific suggestions fir e-tion that the

term "problem solving," as it is used in An Agenda For-Action, includes

everything from the simplest application to the most thought provoking

problem solving situation, one which requires higher cognitive thought

processes.(5)

If all levels of problem solving are important to the mathematics

curriculum, then each level should be specified and related to the

curriculum accordingly. What follows are some possible levels which

might be identified:

1. Simple Translation Problems: These are routine applications'
which all students should master. For example, if I spent
$9.75 from a $20 bill, how much do I have left?

Complex Translation Problems: These problems might also be
termed routine applications and might include applications
similar .4.these from the competency_examination: distance-
rate- time - problems', gas mileage problems, investment problems,
Problems involving perimeters and areas, and other formula
related problems.

3; Higher Order Applications; These problems are characterized
as multi-step problems, the solutions to which require the
use of higher cogAritive skills, but which can still be solved
using_step by step: procedures. These problems'reduce to
"involved" routine applications. Problems in chemistry which
require the use of direct and inverse variation concepts are
good examples of this type of problem.
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4. "Real" Problem Solving: This is the highest order of problem
solving and is characterized by its non-routine nature.
Students are involved in real problem salving when they confront
a problem they do not already know how to solve. They possess
the prerequisite knowledge and skills to solve the Problem,
but "figuring out" how to apply their Previous learnings to
the problem at hand, thereby sparking the insights necessary,to
produce a solution, is the heart of the process fo`r real prob-
lems. Such problems,include proofs, puzzles and logical
expressions.

All of these levels of problem soli/ing are important; thus, teachers must

ensure that the higher level pf problem solving ,skills-are' indeed taught.

Implementation of this recommendation should receive top priority

for funds, time and energy from the North Carolina mathematigs community

at all levels and should be Out on a five-year implementation schedule.

If North Carolina is to do its part in implementing Recommendation 1

of An Agenda For Action, i.e.; making problem solving the focus of school

mathematics, then a concerted statewide effort is needed. Effective

implementation -of this recommendation will require intensive in-Service

training of all mathematics teachers.

RECOMMENDATION 9. We recommend that :the State Depantment o Pub!- c

Insttuction inAtitute a-pug/Lam og /statewide examination's .to be admin-
./Ate/Led at .he 'end oti curtain eatege pAepalLatoty coaue's in mathematic6--

--initiaay Algeblta l Geometty, and Aegebta II. The expenze's azzoclat2d
atith adminizte&ing the6e. examination 4hoa2dbe azzLmed by the ..state.
Coaege's .shout.d be petmitted to Aeque/st a 4student!.6 zscote on .these tests.

Rationale: Statewide examinations will provide a.uniform measure of

achievement far courses in which there is'currently wide, variation in

content and expectation. Students, teachers and colleges will all benefit
4

from Such'a. uniforth measure of accomplishment.
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RECOMMENDATION 10.. WeiteeoMMendthat high 4tvdeez be ng4w.aed

to take .the Natth Catalina Competency Test in the spn412 pi

'Sophomote yea t. We idtthettecoMMehd that the Competency fi.fmf.Leommi4-

sion corn den exempting. -f),ti4.dentS PLO) the Competency Tezt nequent on
the ba3i4 4uPeniO_OnkonManee On the mathematics zeetion on the:-Ninth'

Gnade Anndat Tating PnOgnam.

Rationale: Students who fail the mathematics section of the Competency

test in the spring of-their sophomore year can.be scheduled into an

appropriate remediation pro;; ::^ at the beginning of their junior year.

Thus, the time available for remediation will be increased and scheduling

will be simplified.

Time and money both will be saved if students with appropriately

.
high score's in mathematics in the Ninth Grade AnnualJestingProgram are

exempted from the mathematics section of the Competency Test. Moreover,

the prospect of exemption from the Competency Test will provide an in-

centive for iwoved performance on the ninth grade test.

RECOMMENDATION 11. We recommend that nemediat mathavatiu ceas.6e6 be

o66elted .bon met secondaty 4tudentz,'gnadeA 9-12, who ate not Aeady to

take the Pne-AZgebna cowAse on who have_iaited OA ate in danget of

&citing the Competency Test. Students at on below the 35th peneentite

on the mathematics section of the Ninth Grade Annaa Te6t2:ng PAogitam

showed be consideted Lon Aemediation. The 'emaciation should be con-

ducted in a mathe.maticz tabonatong with a zpeciatey tnained teaehen,

at .least one instAucti aide,de, and no mone.than 20 4tuden,6 pen cta4.6

period. Exit ctitetia should be developed flan. student4 to move Thom

nemediat eta,S4e6 into the Pte-Algebra coutse.

Rationale: The minimal goal of the remedial mathematics program is to

'prepare students to pass the North Carolina Competenty. Test. Ve.hope
. _

that most Studeots An the remedial, program would develop skills that

would enable them to move-into the Pre - Algebra course. (See RecoMmenda-.

-Hon 4.) For theLremedial program to haVe maximum effpctiveness,

instruction must occur in"small-groups under the supervision of a teaCher



with training in the diagnostic and prescriptive mode of instruction.

To keep the pupil to teacher ratio at: the desired 1011,)evel and"to

facilitate individualized instruction, these remedial classes Must

employ an instructional aide along with the appropriately trained

teacher.

,RECOMMENVATION 12. We recommend that, where pouibt.e, each of the

comzez, AZgebna,I, Geomet&y, Atgelvta /I, be oat into a two-
6emeAtert couue and that sat.isiacto&y pek6onmance in the iiAst 4eme6te/c

oi each couue e toketequi4ite*ft admiz4ion into the zecond 4emestet.

Mo&eoven, we recommend that, in4o6at a6 it us po66ibee, the 6iitzt

zeme6tek o6 each o6 them &ase's be o6imed in both the 446t and th

zecond 4eme6te& cl6 each..6ohoot. yeah.

Rationale: The courses named in this recommendation are each very much'

hierarchical in nature. Thus, students must master the material which

is introduced at each stage of the course if they are to master the

maierial which will be introduced later. Students who have failed the

first half of one of these courses have virtually no chance of success-

fully completing the course as a whoie. Such students are, moreover,

likely to become discipline problems if they are forced to remain in a

class where their potential for success,even on the most limited of

scales, is virtually nonexistent. These students could much more effec-
t

tiVely spend their time; and their academic energies repeating the work

they failed to master initiallY. They could then successfully complete

the second semester of the course during summer school and be ready for

the next course in:the Algebra-Geometry sequence at the beginning of the

. next school year;

This recommendation, which has been warmly supported by many secon;=

dary teachers, is indeed,capable'of implementation in Many, if not most,

j



secondary schools. It is the prevailing mode in secondary schools

which operate on a semester-course, rather than a year-course, calendar.

Some ,smaller secondary schools will have difficulty f011y implementing

this recommendation. However, we urge that every secondary schoo, attempt

to implement our recommendation for as many of the three course speci-

fied as is practical, given the enrollment and other constrains under

which the individual school must operate.

RECOMMENDATION 13. We Recommend thalthftee wmits '96 mathemattcs in

2/Lades 9 -12 be tequited Oft glzaditation.

Rationale: Studentswith higher levels of mathematical skills and under-

standing will have increasing advantage as society becomes more technologi-

cally complex. Reaching these levels of mathematical competence will

(30)
require more than two units of mathematics in grades 9=12.

Note that the implementation of Recommendations .4 and'5 will provide

four ive and useful course options to the non-college bound studen

College-pound students should be taking three,!if not four, courses in

mathematics already.

RECOMMENDATION 14. We tecommend that those tezpowsibte Sot adviising

secondaftystudents, i.e.,,,,guidance-counsetofts, advisoAs, cutticaum
comdinatoAs, pftincipaes and teachetz, be made 6wety aware oi the ,

imptAtance oic mathematic's to evety membet oS out 'society. Those who

advise secondafty students showed, in ioakticweaft, be'encoukaging atC
4tudent4 to:

A. the mathematics in the it zeniot yeaft, and

S. take couue6 at the moist advanced tevet than backgtounds and

abieZtes wite aeeow.

Rationale: Often the mathematical shortcomings students experience after

graduation are as much of their advisors' making, as of their own. Some



advisors are not sufficiently aware of the importance of proper-and

adequate mathematical training in high school. (See Recommendation 6 of

An Agenda For Action.) Some advisors feel that only.students who intend

to go on fora- bachelor's degree in mathematics, science or engineering

need to emphasize the study of mathematics in bigh school. Women and .

minority students, especially; are not encouraged to take-eleCtive courses

in mathematics. The discouragement may be mare implicit than explicitr

an advisor who would urge a white male student to take more mathematics

because "You might need it" might not similarly encourage a woman or .a

minority student.

Those who are responlble for adOsing and regtiteringstudents:mutt::

be madeaware of the increasing importance of Mathematict so that they

can. adequately communicate this importance to those WhomHthei advise
J

°

This can be accomplished:through inservice.training for guidance coun-

selors and other educational leaders who advise' students,

Of particular concern to many colige and universiteducators are

those students who do not take a mathemai:Lcs course 6:-..4ng .their senior

year in high school. It has been clearly, demonstrSted:thatmathOatical-
r,

skills deteriorate if they are not'used. Thus*, students who take no

Imathematiet in the junior and senior.years Of.high sChool often find that
, .

they are not ready for the mathematical demandSthat a jobpr a post-

secondary educational program plates on them: These;studeOtt learn that

they hid too little pothematics; too long aga;and 4fat:;theY arefdita&Y

vantaged in the job market or are relegated_to-reMedt01 courteS4n the
.

, _ .

College of their choice. (See, Recommendation 8:of theioint 1980 report''.

of the MAA and the NCTM.)

r.
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technological nature of the era in which we live dictates that

talented students be provided opportunities to realize their full potential

in mathematics. Students with outstanding mathematical ability are _

precious national resource, sorely needed to maintain leadership in a

technologically evolving world. (See Recommenda.tion 6 of An Agenda a-For

Action.) We must guarantee that these speCial students' fully realize

their potential. Indeed, we must strongly encourage them to do so.

RECOMIENIATION 1 S. We tecommend that a mechani.6m be aeated eatabtish
and Maintian communication among .the ageno.iez invotved wait the teaching
o inatheinatic4. Specigicatey,_ we itecornmend that a c.onva.ttee &e.pte.senting
the mathethatie4 depattments 06 pubtic and pt-tva.te schoots, cotteges and
uniticksitie4 Ipubtic and ptivate) technicat and commu.nity cottegez, and

the Mathematic'4 Div.i.s-ion SDP?' be cneated.

Rationale: Since a recomendation very much like this one appears in the

joint 1980 report of the MAA and the NM, it is felt that the problems

addressed by this recommendation are national in scope. Teachers, school

officials counselori and parents of students at all le4els, need direc-

tion in determining the mathematics programs which are suitable for a

particular school system. Colleges and universities should cooperate

with the public schools to devise programs for the gifted mathematics

student as ±wel l as programs' for the student who is learning disabled. It

will -benefit teachers in grades K-I2 to share ideas and to receive recom-

mendations from educators at the college level. Techniques theories, /

*points of evphasis and priorities need to be updated as college uyi varsity

and technical school programs change. It is essential th4at those in the

public schools who are responsible for instruction in mathematics be kept

- .

informed about these changes. It is liketise essential hat college and
.

univeistev educators, especially those responsible for teacher training,

be informed about what:is' happent " C schools.



RECOMMENDATION 16. We tecommend that the State Boand og Education
suggest to the post secondary inztitutionz og l't=e state_that:__ _

A. Fout-yeak cottege degkee ekedit not be awartded on couruse4 in

which Ihe &vet. og content iis,equivatent to that o6 AZgebka I
OA Ge0MalLy.

B. Colieges and univek41tiez devise. and maintain mote 4tkingent
entkance tequitements in math'ematic4, utitizing high 4ehooZ

gtades and SAT/cokeis.

C. I6 an instition 06 higher/. Zeakning doe's admit 4tadent/s who
de6ie:tent in mathematic's, When that institution shamed

expect-to ogget temediat, non-ckedit mathematia coakzez.

Rationale: As long as colleges, universities'and technical schools award

credit for introductory level courses which have been traditionally taught

at the high school leve AlSebra_Land_Geometry)-,-many-college=-7---

bound students will not take these courses in high school. Thus, offering

remedial WOO: fOr college credit encourages students not to do thiS work

in high school where it should, in fact, be done and expands thereby the

demand for remedial work at the college level. Fewer students will opt

out of mathematics early.in high school if our institutions of higher

learning adopt the suggestions in this recommendation. It has been docu-

mented that students Who discontinue the study of Mathematics early in

high.sChool severely limit their subsequent educational and vocational

options. Many doors, both in college-level programs and in vocational

training, are cloted'to those students.(12'3°)

RECOMMENDATION ..teeommend t*at the State Boatd 06- Education .6aggut

to the 064t=4CcondaAin4itut:i.ons_in the state thatgjaZacement
tion be deOttOped.- This examination :wowed be adminizteted on a Alotuntaity

ba44.4 to high4choo.f:jun;ipts :Itwoutd_ibe used to indidate the exiAtimg.

.4:evet
MathematteaecoMpetencewith_tegatd:ta thelbaCkgkoand neCessaky_

60k dOMi44iowto the 6:LtSt:ctedLt.coukse in mathematie4 at ;the toZtege

univozity te0ee.
L

'Rationale,: Many high school graduates today, are accepted by C011eges and

universities and are -.s:Eli'.00ed,,ito-discover that placement test results



require their enrollment in nc,n-credit, remedial mathematics courses

or programs. High school juniors, who take 'is examination may discover

that their mathematical deficiencies will prevent enrollment in the

college-level mathematics program at the school of their choice. This

discovery would be made early enough so that the problem could be re-

solved prior to graduation from high school. The examination will

encourage some students to take additional mathematics courses to Insure

that they will be adequately prepared for college-level courses and will

not be forced into remedial programs; A testing program. similar to the

one we recommend here, has been implemented by Ohio State University.
(46)

This program has yielded the desirable outcomes outlined above.

RECOMMENDATION 18. To attrtact competent, new mathematicz teachetz,
we ftecommend the 6o4 Wing:

A. Teaching a444 eon iciut-yeat teacheitz invotve contact
with 4,tadent4 va, ing abiZity &vets.

B. Fitzt-yeaA teacheu be o6,;:ed a cant/tact 6) eat4 a4 possibte.

C First -yeast teachert:z be obieted the oppottunity beginni.ng employ-

meat a4 boon qty.,: the t. gitaduation az Az pkacticae.

Rationale: Examination of the North Carolina Mathematics Teacher Profile,

1982, shows that a large number of first-year teachers leave teaching.

The two reasons most commonly given for this are, irst, that new teachers

received unattractive assignments and, second, that the monetary rewards

were not adequate to compensate for the strenuous mental and physical

demands of a teaching career.

Many college students graduate in May and would like to begin em-

ployment at once. However, in most school systems, first-year teachers

begin work in mid to late August, and receive their first paycheckin ,



September. This situation so frustrates mar ,rospective teachers that

they take a job in a business or industry and never enter the teaching

profession. Even worse for the prospective teacher is the fact that

many LEAs do not even offer contracts to first-year teachers until

August; A capable; ambitious graduate wants to know as early as possible

where he or she will begin his or her career. The prospective teacher

tees' all too clearly that students who plan to enter careers in business

or industry are offered contracts well before graduation.

We note that if beginning teachers could be placed on the payroll

effective July 1 then they would receive a paycheck in August rather

than September. More importantly, perhaps, they could begin to prepare

f6r their initial teaching assign:tent in the less hectic summer months.

RECOMMENDATION 19. We recommend that no _endwieriient 66 evai6icatez

.f on teatUng mathematics be pemmitted and that .the oney cexagcate6
mecthematie4 be thoze outtinedby the Q4aity MZundilee Pkogkam

and Whith Gutty meet theTtogtam'z guideeine6.

Rationale: The State of North Carolina has a set of ,Onimum qualifica-
.

tions that one must meet to receive a license to teach mathematics.

These qualifications are enumerated as competencies fOr each level Of

certification in the Quality Assurance PrograM. These r.equirements are=

the minimums set; there-isnot a6yset of qualificetiOns'lett.than these

'which should be accepted for licensing or recognized as leg.:timate:

While persons not properly certified might be utjli2ed in temporary,

emergency situatioris, standards for certifications should never be

diluted

4
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RECOMMENDATION 20. We .tecommend that, by the 5-86 schoo.e.yealL ont.y
those individuats appizoptiatety certified in liacthemati.cz be a!2owed to
teach mathematics in gAades 7 thAough 12.

Rationale: This recommendation is aimed at strengthening the quality of

education in our schools by ensuring that only qualified and certified

teachers be allowed to teach mathematics to our high school students.

Mathematics is a language, and; as such, it As as difficult to teach'

mathematics as it is to teach Swahili or any other foreign language.

The state of North Carolina has already embarked on a vigorous program

to train teachers Who are currently teaching mathematics out of field.

We commend this program and believe it.will produce better trained

teachers who havean appropriate certification in mathematics. The

continuation of these efforts and the implementation of,this recommenda-

tion will ensure that, by the school year 1985-86, all secondary students

across the state will be taught mathematics by properly certified mathe-

matics teachers.

RECOMMENDATION 21. We frecbmmend that ISon. Aenduat ofi secon-
.

day;Schoot mathematic z teacheAz at teazt thkee un;i.tz be in:mathematics
nthematics education. We 6uAthet keconirendithat these anits,

be dalid through cottege ckedW on. thitou4h appkoved emfusewollA with
the same ,tigoA in content and itequilLement4 az a cottege-tzva couk4e.

Rationale: Under the current guidelines, it is possible for mathematics

teachers to obtain certification renewal with experiences which are not

related to mathematics and which do not contribute to the teachers'

mathematical expertise. This recommendation is directed toward improving.

the profeSsional qualifications of our teachers and, through them, the

14weducation of our children.

1
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RECOMMENDATION 22. We recommend that the Aoteowag two type/5 o6 in-
seAvice pAogAams 6a.2 4econdaAy 4choot mathematicA teach'eAz be

devetopee and 6unded:

A. An ongoing phogham mith a cumicutum con.sizting o6 mathematicz
content, Zeartning theony, evatuatZon techniquc6, Wective uze
c16 maniputativez, computeu, caecutatou, pitobZem 4aving,
cea/s4Aoom management, Wicient use c act/34400m time, and

coun4eting 4tnategiez.

B. Spec4t 4ummer inztitute's to az4it teacher in teaching
:secondary teva mathema2c6.

Funding 4homed be pAovided San vaAiou4 .6ikandiat indtAtiveS to attow'
teacheu to pattici ate in eithet on bbth. OAOgAdma

-and-

RECOMMENDATION 23. We recommend that rtn-4e/Lvice be condurted an a
continuing baza ecot adriNiniztAatou c76 each LEA concenninA tkend4 and

4,4411V A. in mathematicis education.

Rationale: High priority must be given to p ',Adding quality in-service

programs-to all mathematics teachers. Ti-Committee feels strongly that

in-service credit shout not be given to mathematlIss teachers for courses

that-are not related to their teaching assigrt in-Service programs

simuld'emphasize continuous; professional growth.
4

High priority must also be given to keeping administrators up-to-date

on trends and issues in MathematiCS eduCation.
(21) Unless this is done;

funds and personnel will not be allocated in the most. productiie

Moreover;.administrators must communicate to students and faculty alike

the relative importance of mathematics in the overall curriculum:

Good in-service programs will reduce the rate at which_good; new

teachers are lost to induttrY. Note that research shows. that more mathe-

matics teachers leave the profession after one to three years than at

any other time.

Mathematics.teachtrt: must be able to deal. with computers both at

objectsof.StUdratbOt-teaching tools. Inservice programs providing
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training in the use of computers will be necessary if this is to happen.

Teachers will also need guidance fn implementing our recommendations

on CaltulatOrt. Finally, as noted in,Recommendation 8, since problem

solving is a vital area in mathematics education; in-service programs

should reflect this importance and help teachers develop appropriate

problem solving activities.

RECOMMENDATION 24. JUe tecommend that to attftact and &actin competent

m athematizz teacheu a ptogtam o4 incentive's be deve:egped. Speci6i=

catty, cue recommend that:

A. Teaching toads in,mathematic4 be teztacted to no mote than 26

stadent4 pet cta44 and 130 ztudent6 pet day.

B. Apptoptiate AtipendA be ptovided Got zummet cutticiadm

devetopment, zta devetopment, etc.

C. Reimbuuement be ptoOided 6ot expense4 ais:sociated,wi..th attenda nce

at bto6eAzionat mathematiu meeting4, inauding ttavel, todging>.,
tegizttation gees, and Au&stitate teacher pay.

Rationale: Students in a typical classroom today come from diverse

educational and sor:1 backgrounds making it difficult for a teacher to

work wit:, h of tnem on an individualized basis. A teacher can come

closer to providing individualized instruction when the pupil-teacher

ratio is kept at a reasonable level;
(10)

The mathematicS curriculum is changing rapidly, and if. teachers are

to remain abreast of these changes, ongoing self-improvement must occur.

&in=terViceis not enough. Activitie such as summer study at a univer-
.

sity and attendance at professional meetings are also necessary. These

activities are expensive, and the costs may prevent some teachers from

pursuing them. It is in the state's interest to encourage these pn-

fessional activities, and the state, therefore, should provide the
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financial support to ensure that teachers receive the ongoing professional

development they require.

The teaching profession will be strengthened and the secondary mathe-

matics program will benefit if teachers are' offered the option of twelve-

month employment. Currently teachers are employed for ten months and,

for financial reasons, may seek other employment during the summer. By

extending the term of employment, we will provide these teachers with some

needed income and thereby make their ;Jrofession'more attractive. During

the summer months, employed teachers could pursue further training in

mathematics, develop new courses; enrich existing curriculum by developing

materials and techniques, organize materials and resources, plan model

programs, or aid staff development activities.

RECOMMENDATION 25. We tecommend that 6atatie4 he ;rxtea6ed Sot appto-
ptiatety centiSted mthematie4 teacheu who F tZty oS that
teaching Aezponzibititim in mathematic.6.

Rationale: Steps must be taken to retain ,:oriv. , mathematics teachers

and to make mathematics teaching more attractive to prospective teachers.

There is a severe shortage of certified mathematics teachers across the

nation. In 1982, mathematics had the most severe teacher shOrtage of any

subject area in the country. (28)

A review of the pay scales in effect at our colleges and univeriiiies

will show ttiat in order to retain competent faculty in disciplines such .

as medicine; law; applied mathematics and computer science; differential

levels of pay are common practice. It is commonly accepted that many

competent mathematics teachers are being attracted to higher paying jobs

in bUsiness and industry. This situation will probably worten.in the.
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text few years as salarie peisid t erpioyees in business and industry

are approximately fii-ty tt, .gty Tent nigh3r than those paid to

teachers with comparable tra L', .9xperience. This dtsparity in

salaries certainly leads many dedicated professionals to review their

career goals.

RECOMMENDATION 26. We /recommend that sub4tantiat additionat tfund4 be
p/Lovided plc the PAo.opective TeacheA Schotemship Loan PAogkam
suppott undelLgriaduate student4. in mathematic6 education at the Aecon-
darty tevet. We 6allthelL Aecommend that the amount ofi each Achotauhip

.roan be incnemad to $2000/yeac

Rationale: The shortage of trained mathematics teachers referred to

above can be fully alleviated only by attracting capable, young people

into the profession. The implementation of this recommendation will

make mathentatic,: teaching more attractive to college students with an

interest in mathematics. Under this scholarship/loan program, recip-

ients of loans who teach in the public schools for the same number of

years that financial assistance is received have their debt cancelled

proportionally. Thus, most recipients wouldhavea definite commitment

to enter andremain in. North Cai-olina in teaching. The current scholar-
,

ship/loan of $1500 per year is inadequate in view of' rising college costs.

RECOMMENDATION 27. We Aecommend that the ptuent 4tudent attotment
lio4 textbook adoption be Aaized to $15.

Rationale: The present per student, per year allotment for textbooks

is not sufficient to purchase the needed textbooks at the high school

level. High school mathematics textbooks cost as much as $13.80, and

some textbooks in other subjects cost even more. If a school system is
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to provide up-to-date textbooks, local funds must be used to make up

the difference between the monies.that are allotted by the state and

the actual cost of the books.. Some schOO1 systems do not have these

funds; thus, they continue to use previously adopted textbooks which

may present outdated mathematical techniques and applications.
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APPENOIA A

Membership of,the Mathematics

Chairman

Curriculum Study Committee

Miriam Leiva
Professor, Mathematics Department
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Charlotte, NC 28202

.Elaine Bologna
Elementary Teacher
Summit School
Reynolds Estates
Winston-Salem; NC

I

Leo Edwards, Jr., Chairman
Staff Subcommittee
Assoc. Prof., Math Department
Fayettevillo State University

27106 Fayetteville, NC 28301

Shirley R. Boyd
Instructor, Math_Deartment
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APPENDIX B
. .

Com), ,nts to the Mathematics Curriculum Study Committee /7

The Committee invited those professional organizations with an

ihterest in any aspect of the mathematics program to present their views

and-concerns by way Of position: papers and/or verbal presentations at

its March 16-17,-i 1982, meeting. The following organizations resOonded

positively to th/e COmmittee's invitation:

N.C. Council of T,%chers ;ii Mathematics - Katharine W. Hodgin

N.C. Associatia. the Gifted - Linda Weiss

Professional Educators of North Carolina - Sue Sams

N.C. Federation of Teachers - Robert Joyner

N.C. League of Middle/Junior HighSchools - Pat Knight

Minorities in the Mathematics Program - Larry Clark

N.C. Association of. School AdministratOrs = Raya-uld S4rbaugh
!

N.C. Principals/Asst. Principals Association - Joe. Bost

The UNC Mathematics Department Chairpersons - E. E. B--f!stpn

Associltion for Supervision and Curriculum Development - Lula -Mends
Hazel Lamm

'N.C. Congress of Parents and 7edehert. Inc. Lola TaylOr

N.C. Association for the Gifted and Talented S th Goodruir

Position papers- on topics of pa -ti r to the Committee

were solicited from selected mathematic_. : As aresult4.

nineteen such papers were bbmitte4 to the Comittee. They provedo

be Off.§reat value as thestOdy:prOgressed. Special apprecidijOn

_

expressed to the folloWing individuals Whq pve:of their time xpgp-,

tise to prepare papers forHOOmmittee:
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Edward G. Blakeway, Private Consultant, Raleigh

Roger Bruhwel, West Charlotte High School, Charlotte

Grace M. Burton, UNC-Wilmington, Wilmington

Richard E. Cowan, Roanoke Rapids City Schools, Roanoke Rapids

Ralph DeVane, Western Carolina University, Cullowhee

David L. Green, Jordan High School, Durham

Neal Hayes, Burlington-City Schools, Burlington

Ron Marshall, Western Carolina University, Cullowhee

William Morgan, St. Andrews College, Laurinburg

Fletcher R. Norris, Uk-WilMington, Wilmington

William F. Palmer, Catawba College, Salisbury

Annie Puett, East Mecklenburg High School, Charlotte

Janice Richardson, Alamance County Schools, Graham

-Ann F. RoaCh, Northwood High School, Pittsboro

Harvey E. Sadoff, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill

Julie S. Schilawski, Cary Senior High School,,Cary.

William Smith, UNC-CH, Chapel Hill

Linda H. Sullivan__= Scotland County Schools, Laurinburg

Betty C. Williamson, Richmond Senior High School, Rockingham



APPENDIX C

SDPI Staff for Mathematics Curriculum Study Committee

_ .

Many,members of theState Education Agency assisted the MatheMatiCt
Curriculum Study ComMittee with their work;

Instructional Services Area

.

-Jerry Beaveri. Deputy Asst. Superintendent

Wayne Dillon, Special Assistant
Middle Grades Education

William McMillan, Special Assistant
Secondary Education

Betty Moore, Special Assistant
Curriculum and Administration

_Rau. Purnepecial Assistant
Elemehtai-y Education

Mathematics Division

Robert R. Jones, Director
Coordinator - Mathematics Curriculum Study Committee.

Cleo M. Meek, Assistant Director
Liaison Person- Secondary SubcomMittee

Kay Kemp, Consultant
Liaison Person - Elementary Subcommittee

Barbara Hardison, Regional Mathematics Coordinator
Northeast Regional Education Center

Barbara Leland, Regional Mathematics Coordinator
Southeast Regional Education Center

John Ogle, Regional Mathematics Coordinator
Central Regional Education Center
Liaison Person - Middle School Subcommittee

Gloria Dantzler, Regional. Mathematics Coordinator
South Central Regional Education Center

Jeanette Gann,_Regional_Mathematics Coordinator
North Central Regional Education Center
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Mathematics Division (continued)

Sandi Lee, Regional Mathematics Coordinator
Southwest Regional Education Center.

Emery Partee, Regional Mathematics Coordinator
Northwest Regional Education Center. -

Doug Barker, Regional Mathematics Coordinator
Western Regional Education Center

Mildred Quick; Secretary
Secretary for Committee

Connie Hawthorne, Secretary
Secretary for Committee



APPENDIX D

Summary of. Activities of the Mathematics Curriculum Study Committee

November 4-5,' 1981
Tbtal committee

Organization, purpose, objectives of the Study

January 12-13, 1982
Curriculum subcommittee

Identification of concerns

March 16-17, 1982
Total committee

Presentations by representatives of professional organizations

July 22-23i 1982.
Secondary subcommittee

September 23-24, 1982
Total committee

Presentation of elementary and middle grades recommendations

October 15j 1982-.
Secdhdary_suhcommittee:_

November -30- December 1, 1982
Total committee

Computer subcommittee report"

January 31-February 1,.1983
Total committee

Preparation of tentative

February 2, 1983
Total committee

Seminar on Issues in Mathematics Education
Presentation of tentative-recommendations and rationales

April 28-29, 1983
Editing committee

Review of summaries of surveys and hearings related to the

tentative recommendations

May 17-18, 1983
Total committee

Review of draft docdment

May 31-June 2, 1983
Total 'committee

Finalize all componehts of the Study

In addition to the twelve formal meetings of the total -committee or its

subcommittees, numerous small work groups functioned on a regular basis

to address specific tasks identified by the Committee as a whole.

reammendations and rationales
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